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Windows 10 Q&A https:/ www.microsoft.com/en-au/windows/windows-10-faq
Forum http:/ answers.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/forum/windows_10_1-win_upgrade?auth=1

Windows 10 is familiar and easy to use. It includes an improved Start menu and is designed to startup and resume fast. Plus, it’s packed with
new innovations including Microsoft Edge - an all-new browser. Your personal files and apps you’ve installed will all be awaiting for you.
We’ve designed the upgrade to be easy and compatible with the hardware and softwareyou already use.
Don’t miss out as this free offer won’t last forever. Reserve your upgrade today. Follow steps below to get started.
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It’s easy to get your free upgrade� - here’s how:
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“Upgrading from Windows 7 or Windows 8? You will love Windows 10!”

1 Windows Offer Details
Yes, free! This upgrade offer is for a ful version of Windows 10, not a trial. 3 GB download required; standard data rates apply. To take advantage of this free offer, you must upgrade to
Windows 10 within one year of availability. Once you have upgraded, you have Windows 10 for free on that device.
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If you’d like to create a USB drive or DVD to download once and upgrade multiple PCs - https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/software-download/windows10
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connected environment, the age group of the people
who have extraordinary fortunes fame and power today
has shifted, they are becoming younger and younger.
Our cover story features two of these individuals;
Wu Chun and Fan Bingbing whose recognition and
influence in the region is undisputed. At an amazingly
young age, both of them have achieved extraordinary
careers- way beyond what most people can achieve in
a lifetime. And the good news is, they are using their
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careers, we take a look at how young people are using
their talents to make a positive impact on the society.
Looking at some of the youths who are being featured
it is clear to see that not only does the future belong
to them, but this is their time now. These people are
making an impact on the world today!
We show our readers that academic studies is not the
only path that can be taken to achieve an extraordinary
career, through the examples of Yusrina – Brunei’s
first multi-award jewelry maker; Hanafi - one of the six
Bruneians working with Emirates; Jason Lim another
outgoing Bruneian who is based in Osaka and others.
These young professionals prove that an extraordinary
career can indeed be attained via the non traditional
paths – as long as you are determined to put your
entire mind and soul into whatever you do.
If there is a central message that you take away from
this issue, let it be - to dig deeper and dream bigger to
achieve your extraordinary career, so that you too, can
help to make the world a better place to live in.

Disclaimer
Inspire Magazine is being sponsored by Aewon and will be available to the
public through free distribution, subscription, online publication or sale at
local newsstands and bookstores. However, the publisher / editor - Catalyst
assumes full responsibility for the magazine’s editorial content.
All Rights Reserved
No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by
any information storage or retrieval system, without the written permission
of Inspire Magazine.
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Young people

shaping the world

Quotes

“I secretly admire

Teachers.

The amount of work that they
do is seriously underrated.”
Jenny Malai Ali
Brunei’s Leading Emcee
Radio DJ, Kristal FM

“Think about
“I think the
most important
characteristic (for a
woman to succeed) is

Likeability.

By that, I mean the
ability to relate to
people and work with
people”
Fan Bingbing
Forbes Highest Earning Actress
in China (2013-2015)

“A reason for
Wu Chun’s

Success
is that he
approaches the
entertainment
industry with a strict
set of business
disciplines.”
Inspire Magazine on
Brunei’s International Superstar

where you are
and where you
want to be. What
is it going to
take to get you
there...?”

Do that!
Steve Lai

“I believe that
no matter which
field we are in,
we should all

Support
each other
and work
together to
put Brunei
on the
creative
map.”

Presenter of Channel News Asia

Yusrina Abdullah
ASEAN Jewellery Design
Award Winner 2015

FACE TO FACE WITH DATO TIMOTHY ONG

FACE
TO

WITH

FACE

DATO
TIMOTHY
ONG

T his m onth Dato Tim Ong s hares his thou ghts on the m eaning of
“ extraord inar y c areer” and gives his v iew s and ad v ic e on the c u r rent
ec onom ic s itu ation w ith the reg ard s to the f alling oil p ric es.
How do you define “Extraordinary Career”?
The easiest way to think about an extraordinary career is to look at one’s
success against the odds. There’s the worldly definition – if it’s business
it would be the size of the business. For others, it may be how you
combine worldly success and success as a human being.
I think we need to think about what our values are, in answering this
question. To have an interesting conversation about an extraordinary
career, the starting point is really, what matters to us? Conventionally,
if you look at Forbes or Fortune magazines, extraordinary is about the
breakthrough business model, making a lot of money or building a
rapidly growing business. As I have grown older, I now think of success
in a different way; you may have built a very large business but if your
family is dysfunctional - Is that success?

Executive Chairman, Asia Inc Forum

Brunei’s economy is facing a slowdown due to the sharp decrease in oil
prices. As a business person, and as a previous Chairman of BEDB, how
would you respond to the current situation?
Let me respond in general terms. I don’t want to respond as if I am
making any judgement or know better. I think that the team in the office
are trying their best and I must be supportive. As an oil dependent
country- when oil prices are down. It is actually a great opportunity for
economic reform; for changing things – so that it’s easier for people
to do business and easier for people (outside) to invest and easier to
succeed in business.
When oil prices are high, the incentives for doing these is less – for
obvious reasons. When oil revenue declines, you will find that in many
oil & gas economy- suddenly entrepreneurship flourishes, economic
reforms kick into action. When oil prices drop, it is a reminder to us how

Who do you think has an extraordinary career?

vulnerable we are to forces beyond our control. It is very easy to forget

I’d say Bill Gates, who was enormously successful as a businessman

this when oil prices are good. Suddenly we realise how fickle this kind

and now enormously successful as a philanthropist. I think that’s

of fortune can be. Therefore, in my view, it is a great opportunity for us

extraordinary. Having made a lot of money and now being very

to address issues like the ease of doing business; What are the things

successful at giving it away. Some would argue that Donald Trump has

we can do to make it easier for businesses to succeed? What kind of

an extraordinary career. However, one could also argue as to whether or

red tape can we start to eliminate or streamline to make doing business

not he is successful as a human being?

more effective? And question ourselves about how competitive we are
in the global market place.

Businesswise, he has built a very successful business despite four
bankruptcies, and as he reminds us – bankruptcy is part of business.

This (oil price fluctuation) is of course not a permanent thing. The

Now he’s the Republican Party frontrunner and he’s also been very

economics of oil and gas are such that the demand and supply of the oil

successful on television. For me, I think Bill Gates’ success lies closer

and gas changes, there will be a new equation for the oil price when the

to my values.

economy adjusts itself.

It would be more interesting to talk about people with an extraordinary
career within our region. For example, Narayana Murthy from India,
the founder of Infosys whom I sit together with on the board of Asian
Institute of Management is one of them. Like Donald Trump, he has
achieved tremendous wealth. His achievements speaks for themselves,
but you feel a great sense of humility when you are around him. He is
a philanthropist who sees himself as merely a custodian of his wealth.
We admire sometimes, a range of people for different reasons. In
Australia, there is Andrew Forrest, one of the top 5 richest men in

As a business person, should I be concerned?
Of course you should be. Because in an economy like this, when oil
prices drop, spending will decline in the economy. The oil and gas
companies will cut expenditure; government spending will be more
constraint, it has to be. Big projects will be under much closer scrutiny.
It’s harder to spend money. I think all businesses in Brunei in this
environment will need to be careful about how they spend money, they
will need to scrutinize their costs more carefully. It’s a time for some belt
tightening just to be on the safe side. There are, of course opportunities
in every situation.

Australia. He is a mining tycoon from Western Australia who has
pledged to give away most of his fortune during his lifetime. Such is the
embodiment of an extraordinarily successful person in business and as

Part of this interview is an excerpt from the SMU’s Asian Centre for Oral

a human being as well.

History by Shaun Hoon.
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HJ ROZAN YUNOS

9

R

conceited we are and often we

focusing on our own needs, we

think that we know everything.

can garner respect from our

So at first, tread lightly when it

colleagues and be thought of

comes to sharing your ideas but

someone who is attentive and

as time progresses and as you

cares.

acquire more knowledge, feel
free to share more. But always
keep in mind – ‘we don’t know
what we don’t know’.

5/ Be Gentle
We must learn how to handle
tense interactions. The most
important

2/ Be Nice

point

is

to

focus

Ways to an

This is such a simple piece of

others as reasonable, rational

Extraordinary Career

advice but people forget to do

and decent human beings even

this. Even a simple but sincere

if they hold a view that we

‘Thank You’ will go a long way.

strongly oppose. It is only when

Bosses and colleagues are just

others feel respected and trust

like you and me. Everybody

our motives that they will let their

wants to be appreciated.

guard down and begin to listen,

ecently I met a very senior manager of a local company who mentioned my father. He remembered

even if the topic is unpleasant.

my father very well especially because he helped his Chinese friends to draft speeches and letters

3/ Be a Doer

in Malay and he also helped them to understand the correct protocols that should be used when

It is not that hard to shine in any

Then

communicating with very senior officials of the government. This was one generous side of my father

organisation. There are many

which I have always known, but which had never been described to me by a third party, who expressed

people who only do the work

gratitude for something that I would term “insignificant”; but which was somehow considered by others to

that is asked of them and put

be “significant.”

in their five days a week, not a

you

could

confidently

share your views and invite the
other person to do so. If we are

Left: Rozan Yunos’ father Dato Paduka Hj Mohd
Yunos bin Hj Mohd Hussein (Mother in the middle),
holding onto Rozan’s latest book.

others

successfully

moved

up

over time. In most instances, we
will learn how other leaders had
to roll up their sleeves and prove
themselves just like everyone else.

open to hearing others’ points

8/ Be Informed

of view, then they will be more

Nothing is more impressive than

open to ours.

staff who can relate current events
to their industry or job. Read an

second more. Their indifference

6/ Be a Team
Worker

array of publications to broaden

career

officer in the Brunei Administrative

I saw how my father’s career

can be our gain if we simply

in the civil service as a ‘Clerk

Service. In between he was sent

progressed. In my younger days,

offer

Grade B’ which in the early 1960s

to England to study for a Diploma

I was able to go to his office and

assignments or put in extra time

meant that he was a clerical staff

in Administration.

see for myself how he worked, his

once in a while. Management is

We need to work in a team,

conduct and his interaction with

always impressed when staff are

where our colleagues have a

9/ Be A Good Time
Manager

other people. He worked hard and

willing to do more, to roll up their

variety of thoughts and ideas

knew that he’d always wanted to

I remember there was a period of

that need to be respected. We

We may want to do everything

sleeves and pitch in to help. By

go back to further his studies. But

time when he was hospitalised

exhibiting this type of attitude,

may need to, from time to time,
take a junior role to those with

My

father

started

his

member who could speak and
write in Malay and English.

My father had worked hard and we

And soon after he completed his

to

take

on

additional

HSC (Higher School Certificate)

he did not have the opportunity as

but he continued working. The

we can show management that

equivalent

A

he had a growing family. We were

peon would smuggle in office files

we are committed to hard work,

more experience. We may have

Levels my grandfather advised

not a wealthy family but whatever

for him to work on while he was

advancement and to team effort.

to listen more than talk, and be

him to join the ‘government’ if

money he managed to save he

recuperating on the hospital bed.

only as a clerk. My grandfather,

used to purchase land and build

I learnt a lot from my father and I

4/ Be a Listener

a policeman, had the foresight

rented properties, as he wanted to

can only pass on what I observed

to understand that he needed

ensure that all his children would

so that hopefully it can be used

Listening

to send my father to a convent

have their own property; and that

by other people so that they too

school in Kuala Belait, in order to

there would be sufficient income

can have an extraordinary career.

give him a heads up in the English

for all of us. My father was able to

Some of my father’s ‘be’ rules

language, a distinct advantage in

progress to the position of head

were-:

those days.

of a government department and

to

today’s

GCE

at the culmination of his career
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on results, not emotions. See

1/ Be Wary

My father then worked his way

he

up from being a clerk to being

Darussalam’s Ambassador to a

Most of us think that we are smart

an Administrative Officer Cadet

few countries and this is where he

and that we know everything.

before

spent almost half of his career.

The younger we are, the more

being

INSPIRE

accepted

as

an

was

appointed

as

Brunei

respectful of others when we

is

often

have an opposing view. Most
highly

underrated. Sometimes staff are
anxious to prove their knowledge
and they speak without listening
first. This can unintendly result in

your knowledge.

but we may end up neglecting
core

activities

ourselves

to

or

stretching

breaking

point.

Time-management skills must be
inculcated to manage energy and
attention.

importantly, we should ask the
supervisor who the best team
players are in our organisation
and make them our role models.

Haji Rozan currently holds
the post of Permanent
Secretary

(Media

and

Cabinet) at the Prime
Minister’s

“know-it-all” with no regard for

7/ Be Humble and
Patient

more experienced colleagues. It

Management wants to promote

column at The Brunei

is best to listen first and learn

individuals who are willing to

how to really listen. It is when

prove themselves. Try speaking

we

people

to other senior officers to get

are saying rather than always

a greater appreciation for how

the person being thought of as a

understand

what

Office.

His

busy schedule does not
deter his writing where he
has the longest running
Times and has written
more than 250 articles.
He has also published three books. He has also
presented a number of papers at international and
local conferences and seminars.
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WHATSAPP INTERVIEWS

DST COM 3G

Delwin Keasberry

You wear multiple hats – from being a leading social media
expert in Brunei to your job with the British High Commission.
Share with us something extraordinary about your career.

My career to date has been colourful. I started out in
healthcare where I learnt the importance of evidence
based practice and structure. I then sought after
business-development related work, and I have had the
opportunity to work with great organisations including
Asia Inc Forum, Microsoft, and now, with the British
High Commission Bandar Seri Begawan. Something
extraordinary about my career is that I have met and
still meet with people from all walks of life, including
students, NGOs, CEOs, start-ups and Ministers.

Alongside my career, I am a social media practitioner.
To me, social media is a form of story-telling. I created
my online moniker, BruneiTweet, in 2009 while living
in Australia to reconnect with the Brunei story. Fast
forward a few years, I am still active online. Why?
Because it is important to be a part of the story.

DST COM 3G

DST COM 3G

Sophie Agaki

Tell us something extraordinary about your career.

The most extraordinary part of my career (which is still
in its early stages!) are the lessons that I’ve learned. In
particular, I’ve learned that there is no ‘best approach’
that applies to all children. You have to find what best
works for you as a teacher, what suits the child and also
the situation.

What does “extraordinary career” mean to you?

Building positive relationships with your (class) kids is
like creating a recipe; finding the right ingredients and
the right amount BUT knowing that you may not get it
right each time. So you have to ask yourself, “What am
I missing? What could I have done instead?” etc. When
you get it right for that child and he or she progresses,
it’s a great feeling :) In addition to this, being able to wear
different hats in your field and teaching by example inspiring others to make a positive difference in their own
personal life or the lives of others.

Lili Yong

Tell us something extraordinary about your career.

I’m Changing Women’s Lives one bra at a time. What I mean
is that we don’t just sell bras we sell confidence; we sell an
element of comfort and good support, and most importantly
we sell perfectly fitted bras for women so they get fitted right
every time they come into our store.

So, it’s more than just a business about bras?

It’s definitely not just about bras. Because if a woman wants
to buy just a bra they can go anywhere and most women
will then base their decision on price. But at Lili Lingerie
(LL) we make sure that a woman is measured and gets a
perfectly fitting bra so that each bra she buys is comfortable,
supportive, and makes her look and feel good - this is the
total solution that we provide for women.

Tell us also about your expertise in helping women who
have undergone surgical procedures.

DST COM 3G

Jenny Malai Ali

Tell us something extraordinary about your career.

Ohhhh I don’t know if I can relate to the word ‘career’. Let
me Google it. Ok so it says ‘an occupation undertaken for a
significant period of someone’s life and with opportunities
for progress.’

That doesn’t work for me. At all. I do different things at
different times and don’t see myself as on one track. So the
answer is ...’the extraordinary thing about my career is that
it isn’t a career. I see myself more business minded than
career minded. ‘Career’ feels very singular ...

What does extraordinary career mean to you?

In terms of an ‘extraordinary career’ I love the stories of
people who just never settle. I love the stories of people
that give up all they know, to do what they love and actually
succeed.

What does “extraordinary career” mean to you?

I hold on to the principle of lifelong learning; having an
extraordinary career is about being able learn (new skills,
new experiences, new challenges) while you earn.

What kind of / or whose career do you secretly
admire, and why?

What kind of / or whose career do you
secretly admire? Why?

Without a doubt, a teacher and wonderful mentor
that I had the great pleasure of working with at ISB,
Scholastica Nyambura.
She is the epitome of inspiration, as a teacher and as
a person. She is encouraging, gracious and intentional
in her approach. She started off as an assistant at ISB
years ago and is now a teacher and mentor for the PreService Teacher Professional Experience Programme at
Curtin University. Even now I’ll always ask myself, “What
would Schola do?”

Women who have undergone surgical procedures are no
different from the rest of us. They need to feel confident, they
need to feel accepted and they need to feel that freedom to
choose and to dress up the way they want to. By helping to fit
these women with the right prosthesis so that from the outside
no one can tell that they have had a procedure – we help them
to feel normal again. That is my ultimate aim.

What does “Extraordinary Career” mean to you?
Extraordinary career to me means that I’m doing
something extraordinary to make a difference
in someone’s life and this usually means an
improvement or enrichment in someone’s life.

You are dealing with a very delicate and personal area of
your client’s life which requires a tremendous amount of
trust and discretion. How do you establish trust?
If I told you, it would not be a secret anymore. Haha!
There are two. The first is Chris Anderson. He’s a British
entrepreneur, and the curator of TED. It is a noteworthy
career because he gets to engage with world-class
thought leaders, it creates space for discourse, and
also because TED talks are so darn inspiring! The other
person is my wife. She’s a doctor. I used to think that
doctors had a glamorous job (a la Private Practice and
Grey’s Anatomy). This is a misconception. Doctors work
really really hard, often in difficult situations. They share
the heavy task of caring for society, and this is not easy.
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Precisely. It’s extremely personal and women need to
put their trust in me. In order for me to establish that
trust I always serve them from my heart.

Scholastica Nyambura

What kind of / or whose career do
you secretly admire and why?

If I know that this person can benefit from my service
I will do my best to make sure they are comfortable
with me in the fitting room. So far in my 15 year
career I have not come across one person who has
refused to put their trust in me if they truly want to
get the right bra.

And secondly I’m a huge fan of the team behind ‘The
Collective’. They are edgy, distinct. They create events that
make you feel you’re part of a big sexy world. So they have a
strong presence and brand; yet at the same time facilitate us
micro business owners to operate.

Many but I secretly admire teachers. The amount of work
that they do is seriously underrated. The amount of energy it
takes is barely recognised.

Which of your multiple careers do
you enjoy most and why?
I get bored with routine so all the different roles have their
own centre stage and back stage time. When I get bored
of one, I’ll try and energise through another. The key is to
just not drop the ball.
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INTERVIEW

QUICK CHAT WITH CORporATE LEADERS

Quick

chat

with

Corporate Leaders in Brunei
Dr. Chin Wei Keh
Director & Chief Executive
Officer
Institute of Brunei
Technical Education
Ministry of Education,
Brunei Darussalam

What are some of the education or training
options available to school leavers in Brunei?
Many countries around the world are putting
a lot of emphasis on technical education and
training as political leaders understand the
importance of skilled training towards the
socio economic development of a nation.
In Brunei, technical education plays an
important role in maximising the potential
of individual especially those who are more
inclined towards hands-on activities. I
believe that with quality technical education,
we will be able to equip individuals with the
right skills to contribute to the growth of
Brunei. I invite school leavers to explore and
find out what technical education can offer
them. Please visit www.ibte.edu.bn
Who are the graduates from your institution
that have achieved extraordinary careers?
Personally for me, all our graduates are
extraordinary. Allow me to call them the
“unsung heroes of the society” that are so
vital to our ecosystem and I personally feel
that their contribution to the nation and our
lifestyle are underappreciated. I’m talking
about our graduates who are working as
technicians and skilled personnel behind
the scenes 24/7. They are the ones that
ensure that we are connected, our oil rigs
are operating and our cars are running
- sometimes we fail to recognise their
importance.
How does one identify his or her career
path?
The world is fast changing and I believe
that we need to empower our youth to
make informed decisions by themselves, for
themselves.
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In many of your speeches, you make your
mission in life (about empowering people)
known. Can you tell us more about this?
I wouldn’t say I make a lot of speeches but
my intention is clear and genuine. I want
to contribute to the nation and with the
work I’m doing now, I believe it can “make
a difference” to the youth. I would like to
invite like-minded individuals to join me
in this journey of empowering youth by
providing quality skills training.

Hjh Zainab Omar
HR Manager
Brunei LNG Sdn. Bhd

The main topic of this issue is “extraordinary
careers”. How does one create a career that is
extraordinary?
Establishing credibility, integrity and
capability are the foundation blocks for
having an extraordinary career. These
three attributes need to be demonstrated
consistently throughout one’s career by
continuously going out of the comfort zone
to stretch the boundaries. Demonstrations of
these attributes must be consistent. Daring
to be different, being courageous and taking
on new challenges, pushing the limits and
thinking outside the box - these are just a
few ways that can help you along the journey
to having an extraordinary career. You don’t
have to be in a sophisticated job in order to
have an extraordinary career. Ask yourself
the question – “What makes you stand out
in a positive light in your organisation or in
society?”
As a veteran and a much sought after
speaker on the subject of Human Resources,
how do you identify talented people? More
importantly, how do you retain them?
As a “lifer” in Brunei Shell Joint Venture for
most of my career, I am accustomed to the

three key attributes in the identification of
talent, namely, “Capacity”, “Achievement”
and “Relationship”. This usually gives an
indication of the talents’ “current estimated
potential”. In laymen’s terms these three
attributes can be thought of as “the brain”,
“the hands” and “the heart”. Very talented
people have high critical thinking ability,
are delivery focused (achievement oriented)
and skilful in building relationships both
internally and externally (stakeholders).
Additionally, they are adaptable, resilient
and tenacious; and are also able to persevere
- this is what makes them stand out. There
is no one right way to retain talent hence it
depends on the business and the corporate
culture of the organisation.
One thing for sure is that although money
is a good attraction mechanism, it is not a
good retention tool. At the end of the day,
people are looking for the opportunity to
unleash their talent (to get the most job
satisfaction out of their achievements) and
get the recognition they deserve. A great and
conducive working environment where there
is excellent support for personal growth
is also a key ingredient in the retention of
people.
Brunei has one of the highest literacy rates in
the ASEAN region. How can we use this to
our advantage in building a more diversified
and sustainable economy?
Getting the right resource with the right
skills in the right job at the right time is
key for professionals. An added bonus is if
the person is passionate about his/her work
too. Creating or providing the opportunity
for Bruneian human capacity development
is necessary in order to support Brunei
Wawasan 2035. A forward planning of the
manpower demand and supply repository is
also essential.
How important is reading and attending
conferences to one’s personal growth?
What’s the one book you would recommend
that might inspire readers to strive towards
having an extraordinary career?
I believe that it is of paramount importance

that we practice a continuous learning
outlook. One needs to find the right balance
for oneself, however best practice dictates
a 70/20/10 where 70% of learning is best
derived from on-the-job training, 20% from
Coaching and Mentoring and 10% from
attending learning events like training or
conferences. As the saying goes ‘Time and
Tide waits for no man’ or woman for that
matter. If you stay stagnant (not bothered
about upskilling yourself) then don’t be
surprised if you are left behind. The one
book which I would highly recommend is
“7 Habits of Highly Effective People”. A very
simple and easy read with positive outcomes
if practiced diligently.

Hj Sophian DPDH Mat Suny
Human Resources Manager,
HR & Finance Division
Baiduri Bank Berhad

We are discussing the topic of extraordinary
careers. What are the key components that
make a career extraordinary?
Baiduri was very fortunate to have members
of staff still working with us, since the first
day Baiduri opened its doors to the general
public back in 1994. These individuals like
Baiduri have developed their careers with
the Bank Group from a team of 40 to 700
today. Their career growth allowed them
to develop in correlation to the banks
increasing market share and presence.
Career development continues on in our
recent new generation of staff. We have an
example, such as a young Graduate Trainee
who joined us in 2010. Starting off being
rotated in the various departments in the
bank to gain general knowledge at first, then
being placed in Wealth Management where
he specialized in investment products,
which lead to his promotion as Assistant
Manager, Trading & Investment Services at
our new company, Baiduri Capital.
Looking inward, for a person to develop it
needs 1) the opportunity for the individual
to develop, whereby there is a business need
and he/she has been identified as a key
contributor to the business need, and, 2)
the persons willingness and personal drive
to develop, he/she has to be self-determined
and motivated take on these challenges.

What are some key qualities that separate
people with great careers from those with
mediocre ones?
We have a screening process where we
look through all individual applications
sent to us and we assess the applications
against what Baiduri needs to employ at
the time. Certain jobs require specific
skill sets, for example a good accountant
would need to have the extra certifications
such as CPA, ACCA or CIMA. These
are the skills which you will see on the
application/resume. We will also screen
candidates during one-to-one interviews
on their attitude, personal traits and “fit”
into our organisation’s culture.
So long as both parties (employer
and employee) maintain a win-win
relationship, we will continue to see
retention of the talent.
How does one achieve an extraordinary
career?
Once they have passed the stages of
recruitment and have successfully joined
any organization, they need to start
delivering on the expectations of the
employer to draw the right attention
towards them. To be more receptive to
new challenges offered to them and,
request their superiors to give them more
challenges. To be more open and willing
to share their ideas and perception with
their peers and superiors. During the day
to day activities and delivering on their
careers, they must always be sensitive to
their surroundings and its culture, use
positive words when communicating with
their colleagues and always be respectful.

Rozana Yunos
Head of Corporate Services
BAG Networks

We are discussing the topic of extraordinary
careers. What are the key components that
make a career extraordinary?
I really like this quote by Steve Jobs “Your
work is going to fill a large part of your life,
and the only way to be truly satisfied is to
do what you believe is great work. And the

only way to do great work is to love what you
do.” An extraordinary career encompasses,
loving what you do, doing what you love,
having the trust and the empowerment to
do what needs to be done, allowing you to
be who you are, opportunities to extend
or expand your capabilities, working with
fantastic people who are just as passionate as
you are and being inspired by the leadership
to give your best each day.
What are some key qualities that separate
people with great careers from those with
mediocre ones?
A great career is determined by the choices
a person makes and by giving your best each
day to the people you work with and to the
organisation that you serve. Some of the key
qualities include, making the choice to stay
positive despite the challenges you may face;
the willingness to work at what you do until
it reaches the best standard; the willingness
to listen to feedback from others and to learn
from your own mistakes; being passionate
so that others also feel your passion and
enthusiasm; and having the mentality that
what you do is not only for the organisation
but can also transform the nation.
Who do you think of, when we mention the
word- extraordinary career? Why?
The first person that comes to mind is my
mother. She raised five children without any
domestic help and was a dutiful wife to my
father. My mother is a positive person even
though there must have been days when she
felt tired. She is also very encouraging and
extremely supportive of all her children’s
dreams and careers even though it may not
have been easy to deal with five different
characters, each with their mind of their
own! She gave her best to us from cooking
our meals, making our clothes, taking care of
us while we were sick and allowing us to be
who we are. Even though my mother did not
go to university, she is extremely wise and
applies her life knowledge and skills and at
the same time is willing to learn new things.
For example now she is learning to use
technology in the form of her smartphone
and iPad. She was also able to be herself and
express herself and this made it interesting
to interact and communicate with her
regardless of her age. In my opinion, my
mother has certainly found success and
happiness in her career as a homemaker
especially now that all the children are bring
up their own families.
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7

lessons
in 14 days with

WU CHUN

In July, I had the great privilege to be invited by Wu
Chun to witness the premier of his new movie, Lady
of the Dynasty, in China. I went along as one of his
crew members and the two week experience which
I had in the entertainment industry left me feeling
both humbled and enriched. As well as this, on a
personal level I learnt a few important lessons from
observing Wu Chun’s example.
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“A reason for
Wu Chun’s success is that he
approaches the entertainment
industry with a strict set of
business disciplines.”

By Shaun Hoon

Photos courtesy of iQyi
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I was able to understand that it
is no coincidence that Wu Chun
is so immensely successful in the
entertainment

industry

and

well

respected by many in his field. I saw
his vulnerable side; moments of selfdoubt (privy to only a small circle) and
I also saw moments of glory, when he
enchanted two thousand fans in an
open air arena.
I got to see the humourous and creative
side of him, the child-like personality as
well as the serious side; the part of him
that is fiercely dedicated and intensely
focused.
Although I could write a book about my
experience, in this article I would like to
share seven of the main lessons which
I believe will motivate anyone who is
serious about their career.

1

“The reality is,
the entertainment industry can be very a brutal
industry and for every person who makes it,
there are countless others who do not...
Working upclose with Wu Chun, I witnessed
what it means to have Grit.”

Time
Management

Wu Chun doesn’t waste time. A big part
of being on the road in China is spent
commuting, while the rest of the time
is spent waiting. In fact, a great deal of
our time was spent waiting in between
holding rooms, in hotels, lounges and
for performances.

He does not have Facebook, Instagram,

Wu Chun’s schedule is often planned

or any social media account, nor does

to 12 months in advance. If you zoom

One of the things Wu Chun carries

he waste time playing games on the

into his schedule on a typical road

with him all the time wherever he

phone.

trip, it is always packed with activities.

goes, is his backpack. This holds his

What is interesting is even though he

days commented about how down to earth

wouldn’t say much, you would often see

and friendly our crew was. We included him

him acting on some of your comments

in our conversations, we took an interest

and making little adjustments here and

in him simply because he too was very

Being new to the crew, I was very in

there. And you would know for sure

approachable and we enjoyed his company.

laptop and notebook (he pens his own

Whenever Sam, his hair stylist is

each of his road trips, he can fulfill his

tune and observant of the environment.

that he’d been listening and taking note

He noticed that everyone in the crew

schedule for his business and uses his

working on his hair – which takes about

commitments to the entertainment

I would often be the one with the most

of your ideas. That’s perhaps the biggest

including Wu Chun operated as a team and

compliment he could give as a friend.

that each of us was treated with equal respect.

notebook to take note of important

half an hour to forty-five minutes, he

industry, while also making sure that

questions, ideas and comments, I would

messages). Whenever we were in

will have his laptop opened, doing his

he can spend quality time at home in

seldom shy away from giving my two

between activities, Wu Chun could be

favourite activity; corresponding with

Brunei with his family.

cents about Wu Chun’s performances,

seen working on his laptop responding

his daughter on Facetime. He does not

interviews or events. Being a man of few

waste a minute of his time.

words, Wu Chun would prefer to listen.

to emails, memorising movie scripts
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By cramming many activities into

2

Listening
Skills

or corresponding with his business

He would ask some good questions and

colleagues overseas.

INSPIRE

3

Humility

Apparently this is not very common in the
“entertainment

world”,

where

hierarchy

dominates. Come to think of it, I noticed

I remember at the end of the road trip

that Wu Chun treated the biggest stars the

let you finish your sentence. Very rarely

from Ju Hai to Guang Zhou, Ah Seng,

same way he would treat a waiter – with equal

would you hear him argue to win a point.

our driver who took care of us for two

respect.
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he walks the talk by taking great care of

would be ready and waiting for us at

Chun then asked for a short break. Wu Chun

his body. He would often start the day

the hotel (Yes, Wu Chun is a meticulous

endured this wait because he wanted to get

with a very healthy breakfast, which

planner!).

the job done to the best of his ability, without
inconveniencing anyone else. That day we

included plenty of fruits and yoghurt.
For dinner, it would always be dishes

It is no secret that food is his biggest

finished almost past midnight with a red

with a high nutritional value, including

passion, but ordering food for the

carpet event followed by a few more cinema

fish, vegetables and plenty of juices.

team was also his way of showing his

promotion tours.

Not to mention, he would hit the gym

appreciation and gratitude to the crew

in the morning whenever he got the

for all their hard work.

chance. Wu Chun innately understands
the importance of fitness for his high
intensity work. Without a certain level
of stamina, it would be impossible to
handle all that he has to do. And it all
comes down to discipline.

5

6

and glamourous it, can also be rather gruelling.

Tenacity

This, I believe, is probably the most
important quality that contributes

Leadership

to Chun’s success. Behind the scenes
is never easy for any actor especially
when you have yet to make a name
for yourself. I witnessed firsthand the

Truth be told, although the five of us

stark difference between the way that

call ourselves, “Team Wu Chun” on

younger celebrities who had just started

our WhatsApp Group, the person who

out were treated; and the treatment that

takes the lead to ensure everything goes

was given to A-list celebrities.

according to plan is Ginny, Wu Chun’s
Photos courtesy of iQyi

“Wu Chun may
be working in the
entertainment
industry, but his
behavior is by
no means of the
industry at all.”

4

Discipline

Prior to being on this trip, I was under
the impression that a celebrity lifestyle
would involve plenty of drinks and
after parties. We had none of these
throughout the two weeks (except for
one night in Chengdu when all of us

Regardless of who he was dealing with,

went out for supper without Wu Chun).

Wu Chun was always courteous and

Maybe it was Wu Chun’s introverted

polite.

personality or maybe it was his
dedication as a responsible father, but

I do not remember ever seeing him

he would stay in his hotel room every

throw any kind of star-like tantrum

evening; spending time on the phone

throughout the two weeks. Not even

with his family, preparing for the next

when we missed the plane one morning

stint or simply catching up with the

in Xi-an by three minutes. No wonder,

crew.

he has earned the reputation of being
“Mr Nice” within the entertainment

I remember one instance when we were

industry.

on the road at 2.30am, while everyone
was sleeping, I looked across to my left
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manager.

Wu Chun shared with me stories of the
early days with his band Fahrenhite,

The mission of the team is to ensure that

when he was often neglected during

everything is handled professionally,

interviews. The press would often

from media management to logistics;

pose questions to the other three band

schedules, budgets, costumes and make

members but would ignore him as he

up. All of these minute details need to

was not yet “famous”. The reality is, the

be precisely handled to ensure that the

entertainment industry can be very a

entertainer performs at his best so that

brutal industry and for every person

day spent doing media appearances.

the show can be perfect.

who makes it, there are countless others

A reason for Wu Chun’s success is

To be a good leader Wu Chun

and caught a glimpse of him reading
something intently on his phone. I
leaned forward and realised that he was
memorising a script for a role that he ’d
be doing in three months’ time. He was
doing this after a long flight and a full

that he approaches the entertainment
industry with a strict set of business
disciplines. He may be working in the
entertainment industry, but his behavior
is by no means of the industry at all. The
intense focus and the high standards
which he sets for himself is perhaps why

who do not.
understands the essence of being a good

From my second day with Wu Chun I

follower. The entire crew would all be

also witnessed firsthand what it means to

briefed by Ginny the night before on

have grit. I remember during the grand

what would take place the next day and

premier of the Lady of the Dynasty in

Wu Chun might offer suggestions, but

the Shangri-La in Beijing, Wu Chun

would then follow the lead.

had a very bad headache for two days
movie at the grand ballroom, Leon Lai,

and movie stars.

on during the tour, was the ordering of

Fan Bingbing and Wu Chun were each

food for dinner. After a hard day’s work,

escorted to a smaller conference room

Wu Chun’s disciplined attitude also

when everyone would be physically

to receive individual interviews from at

drained, Wu Chun would always be the

least a dozen different media companies

one who phoned in the order for our

across China. After doing back to back

food so ahead of our arrival, so that it

interviews for about four hours - Wu

extends beyond his career to his
personal lifestyle. As the owner of a
fitness centre and a health ambassador,

Rain or shine, sick or tired, not once, did I ever
hear any complaints from Wu Chun or from
any of his team members. Everyone shared the
same purpose in wanting to present the best of
Wu Chun. That, my friend, is tenacity.

7

Continuous
Learning

Wu Chun doesn’t stop learning. He frequently
visits bookshops in the airports. Despite
the little time he has (and with his reading
priorities being movie scripts), he is always
ready to read in order to learn something
different.
I remember one of our favorite pastimes
was sharing Ted Talk videos and other great
speeches and interviews by famous people
and then discussing the ideas. Wu Chun
is interested in everything from sports to
leadership and food. Most people would
rest on their laurels when they have attained
a certain level fame or success – but not Wu
Chun. What separates the good from the great
are those who continue to hunger for more
information to improve themselves. Wu Chun
definitely has his head in the right place.
Team Wu Chun enjoying dinner

in a row. Right after the launch of the
An unspoken role that Wu Chun took

he is so revered amongst his colleagues

Although the schedule on the road can be fun
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FAN BINGBING

THE
LIKEABLILTY
factor

Exclusive interview:

Fan Bingbing
(Edited Excerpt)

Fan Bingbing is well known for her roles in many popular Chinese
television series and blockbuster movies; she has also starred in
X-Men: Days of Future Past as well as in Iron Man 3. Fan BingBing
not only reached the 4th position on the Forbes list of Highest-Paid
Actresses for 2015, earning 21 million dollars, but also topped the
Forbes China Celebrity list for three consecutive years, a record
nobody in the US has never managed. Thanks to Wu Chun’s
arrangements, I had the privilege of asking Fan BingBing a few
questions. Read on – the answers speak for themselves.
Hope you enjoy!

You seem to be a very self assured and confident woman. You
are an eloquent public speaker when you are on stage and
speaking to the media. How do you do it?
It has a lot to do with my work experience. I started my career
when I was about 16 years old. So, I have been in the entertainment
industry for over a decade and a half now. As an actress, I have had
the opportunity to act in a vast number of roles. I think the life
experiences I absorbed from the characters played a huge part in
developing my perspective about life and to a certain extent, my
speaking skills. Personally, I have always been a strong character.
Stepping into the workforce when I was so young meant that I had
to rely on myself to face challenges and solve problems, as there
was no one else that I could turn to for help. I remember I had to
mature quickly, be strong and creative with the way I dealt with
various challenges. These experiences or shall I say this type of
“training” has strengthened my character and molded me into who
I am today. That’s perhaps where I get the self-confidence from.

Photos courtesy of Fan’s Studio
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“...being likable
has a lot to do
with your attitude
towards yourself,
others and your
attitude towards
life” - Fan Bingbing
When you are on stage promoting
your movies and giving speeches, do
you ever feel afraid or nervous?
No, I do not feel afraid. I have been
doing it so much, so frequently that I
am very used to facing the public.

What is your advice for career
women wanting to succeed in life?
I think the most important thing for
a woman is to always develop and
improve herself. She can do this by
being present and reflective about
the everyday experience; by actively
absorbing lessons from relationships,
from friends, mentors and everyone
around. Learn from reading all kinds
of book and seek every opportunity to
learn and advance yourself. Do not ever
stop educating yourself.

As a leading actress in China, your
influence goes beyond the 1.2 billion
people in your country, it also reaches
out to the Chinese all over the world.
You also played the roles of two of the
most important women in the history
of China in your recent films. Such
roles have inspired many women to
believe in themselves and to make
changes. What do you think is your
central message as a role model and
an ambassador for women?
30
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I believe that the roles that women
play today are very different from

you think is more important to help a
woman succeed in her career?

the roles that they played in the past.
Traditionally, women always played the

I think the most important characteristic

part of a housewife or a supporting role

is likability. By that, I mean the ability to

in the family, not any more. Modern

relate to people and work with people.

women today actively play a role in

It doesn’t matter if you are beautiful or

the workplace and are a very successful

smart, people need to feel comfortable

contributing force to the society. This

around you so that they want to work

leap forward has never been easy, it

with you. Therefore, you need to be

requires sacrifice, a lot of courage and

likable. And being likable has a lot to

persistence.

do with your attitude towards yourself,
others and also your attitude towards

I would continue to encourage modern
women to have courage and not be
afraid of following their passion.

Would you say that modern women
do not need to rely on men and
would function independently and
happily without them?

life.

Having recently worked with Wu
Chun, what do you think about him
as an actor?
I think that Wu Chun is a very
genuine person. He has a great sense
of responsibility for what he does and

I wouldn’t go to that extent. I think that

especially for his family. To me, he is a

the ideal world for a woman would be

very well rounded person who is almost

one where she could find her passion

flawless in character. I have known

at work, pursue her dream while at

Wu Chun to be both disciplined and

the same time be fortunate enough to

hardworking. As such, I truly believe

discover true love and have a blessed

in his capability. I believe that when

family. That to me would be the

Wu Chun sets his mind into doing

complete picture.

something, there is really nothing that
he cannot achieve.

You possess both immaculate beauty
and a high level of intelligence.
Which of the two characteristics do

Photos courtesy of Fan’s Studio
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UICHI YAMAMOTO

Pushing the boundaries of

creativity

By Riley Khoo

Recognised in Japan as one of the pioneer of cafe culture, Uichi Yamamoto continues
to redefine café culture with his awe-inspiring, innovative concepts. Discover how he
stays at the forefront of this highly competitive field.

It is just past mid-night. Warm yellow

into reality, he works closely with a

have to offer. I learn from the unique

lighting and soothing background

trusted team of experienced designers

aspects of these cultures and use my

music set the scene for soft chatter –

and architects.

knowledge to create my own style –
which is something original – that

they drift in, sometimes in couples,

shows my own perspective.

groups or alone. Tables begin to fill

Mr. Yamamoto’s remarkable career

up. I sense that they are all seeking

has been built on concepts which

somewhere to replenish their bodies

are undoubtedly original, relevant to

For instance, the inspiration for The

and to empty their minds. And In

customers’ needs and always thought

Lotus came from my experiences in

Tokyo, they have found that special

provoking. He is convinced that what

London. The Bowery Kitchen was my

place – it is here, at Bowery Kitchen.

matters in design is originality and

first project and I wanted this to be a

I am also at this well-known cafe

detail. So we begin our conversation.

place where people could enjoy meeting
up in the city. My aim was to provide

to interview Mr. Uichi Yamamoto,
the man who has been credited for

He is focused, courteous and quietly

a convenient and comfortable setting

introducing café culture to Japan. Since

spoken; and gives great thought to

where people could connect, relax and

opening Bowery Kitchen in 1997 he’s

each of my questions. Here are a few

share their interests. And because the

also been responsible, together with

selected excerpts which are certain

Japanese day usually ends at midnight

his team, for producing pioneering and

to guide and inspire those who are in

it was important for the café to stay open

outstanding design concepts for the

search of a different career path – and

until 4 a.m. in order to accommodate

famous restaurants “Montoak, Lotus,

who also believe that they must never

the needs of the customers. You will also

SO TIRED, Henry Good Seven, Irving

stop searching for new ideas – because

notice that each café or restaurant that

Place and Pretty Thing”.

according to Mr. Yamamoto, in today’s

I have helped to produce has its own

world, the possibilities are endless.

unique theme and character. This is
specifically done to provide customers

Finally I meet Mr. Uichi Yamamoto,
he is a casually dressed bespectacled

“I am self-taught. The inspiration

gentleman, with a warm smile that

for my ideas come from two main

immediately makes me feel at ease

sources music, especially Rock and

“When I am working on a project I have

in his presence. Mr. Yamamoto does

Roll and from action movies. The

to work closely with designers and other

not consider himself to be either a

lyrics and rhythms of music and the

professionals and skilled people. For it

businessman or a “designer”, he is more

cinematography of film provide me

is important to listen to their ideas

comfortable with the term “producer” -

with new ideas for creating more

and to be guided by their directive. The

as his job is to come up with innovative

interesting and dynamic atmospheres

team must have the right chemistry –

and creative ideas for restaurants and

in eating places. I am also intrigued

this is crucial as we have to be able to

cafes. And in order to turn these ideas

by different cultures and by what they

share ideas and voice criticisms in

with a unique experience in each place.”

Illustration by Riley Khoo
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order to create exceptional designs. As

that are simple, easy to access and

a producer I must also pay attention to

of course, original. As a producer I

minute details, as this is what makes a

also think that it is very important to

design stand out from the rest. So when

use both your brain and your heart

I am travelling I take photos of the

to create. I believe that you can never

small things that catch my eye and are

run out of ideas - the ideas are out

meaningful. For instance when I was in

there – you just need to keep looking for

London I was not so interested in taking

them. For me, success is when people

photos of Big Ben and other famous

are happy with what I have created –

icons, I took many photos of things

from customers to designers and staff. I

which others may have considered

want the customers to enjoy visiting the

to ordinary – but which to me were

place no matter how many times they

extraordinary like signs and specific

go there. This is what success is about. ”

scenes of people and places which later
on would evoke many great memories.”

The interview ended – there were no
cameras, no applause or any other forms

“This industry is a highly competitive

of adulation - Mr. Uichi Yamamoto had

one and I believe that to maintain the

freely given up some of his valuable

edge, designers need to be original.

time to share his thoughts, in the hope

Designers need to keep up with trends as

that others might be inspired. I felt

their main job is to find solutions that

truly grateful.

make people’s lives easier – solutions

Info. for each café -:

Bowery Kitchen

Located near Komazawa Olympic Park, this
restaurant with its industrial style décor and no
frills, simple décor is timeless. It has a loyal fan
base and continues to attract new customers
with is good food and ambiance. (Pets are
welcome).

Lotus

Inspired by the city of London, this restaurant
distinguishes itself from others with its
fluorescent coloured, lotus panelled walls; a
vaulted ceiling and bold lighting. It has an
energetic atmosphere that encourages endless
conversation and laughter.

SO TIRED

The concept in this restaurant was to create
a calm, quiet, church-like atmosphere where
people, especially business people could relax in
after a hard day’s work.

Montoak

Opened in December 2002 in Harajuku, this
smoky glass cube is a calm, dimly lit retreat
from the busy streets. It is located in a 3-storey
building with floor to ceiling windows and has
a very glamourous interior.
http://www.heads-west.com/index.html
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FOCUS
Steve Lai’s rise from ordinary kid in Muara to renowned presenter with Channel NewsAsia
is testament to years spent focusing on developing his talents and fine tuning his skills in
order to achieve success in this field.

A

fter

graduating

from

the

University of Gloucestershire
with a BA Degree in Business

and Marketing Management, Steve
worked

at

the

Brunei

Economic

Development Board. In 2009 he got
his first opportunity to step in front
of a camera, as a part-time presenter
for News at Ten and World News
on Radio Television Brunei. Prior to
joining Channel NewsAsia in March
2012, Steve presented SportCenter
Asia on ESPN Star Sports and worked
as a broadcast journalist for the 24hr
channel ESPNews. He currently fronts

Why did you choose a career in the
broadcasting industry?
Initially it was my love for sport. I’ve
always played and watched sport, so
pursuing a job talking about it seemed

You have covered many important
events in your broadcasting career;
from the last US Election to the
Olympics in 2012. What has been the
most memorable event for you?

like a perfect fit. About a year after

It’s hard to choose. There have been

moving to Singapore I won an online

many memorable moments. Hosting

competition that led to some part-time

the morning show I got to interview the

presenting work on sports broadcaster

likes of Victoria Beckham, Malaysian

ESPN. That got the ball rolling.

singer Yuna, footballers Paul Scholes
and Robbie Fowler and many more. By

How does a Bruneian become a
Presenter and Correspondent with
Channel NewsAsia in Singapore?

Primetime Asia and the Friday edition

I took a chance and sent a direct

of Between The Lines on Channel

message to the Managing Director of

NewsAsia. Besides being passionate

CNA on LinkedIn, to see if they had any

about his profession, Steve also loves

opportunities. Two days later someone

sport – especially mountain biking and

from HR called to invite me in for an

has acted in several short films and

interview, screen test and written test.

theatre productions. Here we have the

It all happened incredibly fast. That was

pleasure of bringing you a small insight

three and half years ago.

contrast, covering an overnight shift,
I broke the news that former Prime
Minister, Mr Lee Kuan Yew had died,
which was a hugely significant event
for Singapore. Most recently, I enjoyed
doing live coverage of the SEA Games.
Singapore put on a fantastic show and it
was fun being part of it.

into his amazing career.
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STEVE LAI

What are the best and worst parts of
your job?
The best part is that I am constantly
learning. Everyday I’m learning about
what is going on in the world and
speaking to experts in their field to
understand it better. The worst part is
that the news is often very sad. Wars,
natural disasters and other atrocities
can often be depressing. But there are
uplifting stories too. Ultimately, it’s a
daily reminder that life is precious and
time is short, we mustn’t waste it.

What advice can you offer Bruneians
who aspire to have careers outside of
the country?
Think about where you are and where
you want to be. What is it going to take

“... a TV presenter should be
likeable, engaging & genuine.”

to get you there? And, what can you do
today, right now, that will take you a
step closer? Do that! For example before
I moved to Singapore I started doing

- Steve Lai

things that would help. I convinced
Director, Siti Kamaluddin to give me a

Photos courtesy of Steve Lai

chance to present a documentary (she
was kind, I was terrible) because I knew
I needed to know how it worked and
how to be on camera. Then, on top of
my job at the BEDB I applied to RTB
to present the news at night, starting in
radio before they trusted me enough
to be on TV. When I got to Singapore,
I enrolled in voice classes and did work
on voice overs, TV commercials and
corporate videos. Anything that would
get me more comfortable in front of a
camera and help me present better.
You have to do whatever you can to get
yourself ready, so when the opportunity
comes, you give yourself a fighting
chance.

What, in your opinion, makes a great
TV presenter?
Broadly speaking, a TV presenter should
be likeable, engaging and genuine. A
good presenter also has to be good at the
stuff the viewer doesn’t see, like listening
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to instructions in an earpiece while

There isn’t one in particular but there are

delivering the news or while having a

some common inspiring traits that I’ve

conversation with a guest. And lastly

noticed in the successful ones. They all

they have to be calm and confident.

work hard and want to be better.

interviews, scripting or going out and

plus years in some cases. Natural talent

shooting stories to make packages. I’d

plays a part, but work ethic, persistence

finish around noon and head home for

and how quickly you can adapt are more

can improve.

a nap. I’d have the afternoons with the

important qualities. My brother Allen

kids which was nice but I’d have to go

was a great role model. Not just because

Describe to us a day in the life of
Steve Lai.

to bed around 8:30pm to start again at

he was a newsreader but because of his

technology can fail when least expected.

How do you describe Brunei to your
friends?

3am. I enjoyed the show as it had lots

work ethic. When he was at UBD, he

The TV presenter’s job is to make this

I say it is a unique and wonderful place

I haven’t done the morning show since

of variety and I got to meet interesting

had two other part-time jobs, one of

people but the hours were tough.

which was reading the news.

It surprised me when I read about how
you took on various voice training
lessons to become a presenter. For
some reason, I thought that perhaps
you had a natural talent for this as it
seems to run in your family, Steve Lai
and Allen Lai.

What’s next for Steve Lai?

health, fashion, entertainment, travel,

I’m still a work in progress. I was 32

Maybe doing something in the digital

sport or be with celebrities or acts

when I got to Singapore and decided to

space would be good, as that’s where

that were coming through Singapore.

pursue this career so I needed to get up

things are going. In the meantime you

After the show I’d work on stories and

the learning curve as quickly as possible.

can follow me on Twitter: @stevelai and

segments for the next day or later in

It was intimidating competing with

Instagram: @stevelai_

the week. That would involve arranging

people that had been in the game for 10

Things often don’t go to plan on live
TV; news can break at any time and

seem as smooth as possible even if it’s
chaos behind the scenes.

How do you overcome being
starstruck
when
conducting
interviews with famous personalities?
I’m still working on it. I interviewed a
Foreign Minister recently, she was sharp
and direct and I only had five minutes,
it was a little intimidating. I got what I
needed but came across more nervous
than I would have liked.

Which famous personality inspired
you?

that has to be experienced to be believed.
Everyone likes unexpected treasures.

You give the impression that you’re
an extremely prepared person who
begins with the end in mind. Things
seem to have unfolded according to
plan for you. Have there been any
setbacks in your career? What did
you learn from them?
Plenty, if you work in TV/media
rejection and criticism comes with
the territory. When I was freelancing
I would get short listed for jobs (VOs,
TVCs, Presenting) and lose out for any

number of reasons. You can either stop
putting yourself out there or stop taking
it personally and work on the things you

last year but typically I would wake up
at 3am to be at the office at 4am. I’d have
two hours to get up to speed with the
stories we were covering and prepare
talking points for various segments.
We’d go live from 6am to 9am and
cover everything from hard news to
lighter interviews. Depending on the
day the interviews could be about

I started presenting Primetime Asia in
January this year, Channel NewsAsia’s
most watched bulletin. I also recently
started fronting our daily sports show
(SportsWorld). So I’m feeling incredibly
blessed at the moment with work.
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YUSRINA ABDULLAH

GLITZ,

glamour & grit
The story behind Yusrina Abdullah’s jewellery business is one
that is based on grit. It shows how passion and perseverance
can turn a hobby into a thriving business.

Photos courtesy of Yusrina Abdullah

Forging her own path
When I was younger my Mum often thought
that I was a bit mischievous as back then I
didn’t really like to study that much. (she
laughs!) So when I finished my O’ Level
exams I decided that I did not want to do
A’ Levels, instead I opted to do a Diploma

There’s a famous quotation that says. “Whatever the mind can conceive and believe,
it can achieve” – this sums up Yusrina Abdullah’s attitude to life and to her jewellery
business. An invincible combination of courage, initiative, resilience and persistence
is what has helped Yusrina to gain success today.

in Business at Laksamana College. I really
stumbled upon this career. I’d tried other
art forms like painting but when I made
my first bracelet I discovered that I was
truly passionate about designing and handmaking jewellery….. I don’t have a degree in

When I meet Yusrina I see a young woman who is happy, confident and optimisticand she has every right to feel this way, because her business was not born from
either grand visions or free flowing cash. In fact, she used her own savings to create
her first piece of jewellery, a beaded bracelet for herself. Her friends saw it, admired it
and asked if she would also create pieces for them – and as they say, the rest is history.
Enya Bijoux, her online jewellery business has been in existence for the past three
years and not only has it gained an increasing number of loyal followers, but Yusrina
has since won the Creative ASEAN Jewellery Design Competition in 2015 with her
locally inspired piece entitled,”Homegrown”; and has also represented Brunei at the
56th Bangkok Gems and Jewellery Fair. So just how did this young woman turn her
unique interest into a thriving business venture? Find out in excerpts taken from our
conversation with her.

design. I am self-taught. Everything I know
about designing and jewellery making I’ve

with techniques and materials until each

but definitely worth it in the end. Some

piece of jewellery came to life the way that

customers want to preserve my pieces for

I’d imagined it. People who know me well call

sentimental reasons, so I offer a free cleaning

me a “go-getter” and maybe that’s because

and repairing service…. knowing that there

once I make up my mind to do something –

are people who treasure my jewellery is one

there are no excuses; I block out negativity;

of the invaluable rewards of being in this

and I focus on achieving my goals. But more

type of profession.

importantly, from the beginning I had the
firm support of my Mum and the rest of
my family and this helped to encourage and
motivate me. In a world where there are so
many people who hate their jobs, I feel lucky
that I get paid to do a job that I really love.

Sharing words of advice
Even though there will be hardships and
obstacles along the way, you should never
give up - just keep on trying to find ways to
overcome them. Sometimes people say that
they have ideas but are reluctant to go into

Creating intriguing pieces

and from reading. I stay informed in order

Each piece of my jewellery is hand-made from

the “copycat” culture in Brunei, I believe that

to keep up with the latest trends and to

start to finish. In terms of my creative process,

this should never stop anyone from trying.

discover new ideas and techniques that will

I don’t draw. I imagine a piece, make sketches,

You should start off small and if it doesn’t

help me to continue to improve my skills.

source the required material and then start.

work out, at least you would have given it

“Homegrown” was designed and made to

your best shot. People should not be afraid

reflect the beauty of the natural environment

of competition as it is healthy and can bring

of our country and incorporated the use of

out the best in businesses. I believe that no

twigs which were cast in sterling silver and

matter which field we are in, we should all

black diamonds. I must admit that I am

support each other and work together to put

particularly fond of doing statement pieces,

Brunei on the creative map.

Refusing to give up
From the beginning, I wanted to prove
to myself that I could do this! That I was
capable of establishing a meaningful and
independent career. And to be honest, I
no backup plan. During those early days

INSPIRE

improve my designs – this is time intensive,

learnt from watching countless tutorials

also knew that if this did not succeed I had
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I spent hours learning and experimenting

business because of what some refer to as

I like giving vintage jewellery a modern twist
and I’m always trying to find new ways to
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BEST EASTERN BOOKSTORE

INFLUENCING BRUNEI’s

Ange Lim at
her bookstore in
Times Square

READING

“Best Eastern has
played a pivotal
role in positively
influencing and
improving the
reading culture
of the society.”

CULTURE
Ange Lim

Best Eastern Bookstore
Believing that for every problem or challenging issue – there is always an answer or
solution which can be found in the wisdom of books is what encouraged this local family
to open their first book shop. Alex and Ange Lim started Best Eastern Bookshop 30 years
ago in Athirah Plaza a place where they could find answers to their riddles and share
them with their customers who were also on a quest for meaning and solutions.
“30 years ago, bookshops were not a
trendy business. It was not even the
most profitable venture to go into,
considering the low profit margin
there is with books.” explained Ange.
While the couple started the bookshop
because of their passion for reading,
they also identified a genuine gap in the
market which they believed they could
help to fill.

In recent years, like the music industry,
the book retail business has also suffered
due the mass popularity and easy access
to the internet. The instant access to
ebooks (at a fraction of the cost), pirate
book downloads and the convenience of
ordering printed books from Amazon
and other retail websites have all helped
to put many large and small retailers out
of business.

According to Ange, “The book business
only became fashionable in the early
2000’s when retail book giants such as
Borders, MPH and Kinokuniya started
expanding in Singapore.” Since then,
there has been a surge in the public’s
interest in books in this part of the
world, including Brunei.

However, walking into a Best Eastern
Bookshop today, the quiet optimism of
the business is evident in the alluring
layout – especially in the kids’ section
which now has a vast array of current
book titles on display. A well-managed
retail outlet by any standard, the store
is being run with a lot of passion and
attention to details. Ange pointed out
the need to be prudent in controlling
the costs of the business; and more
importantly, the need to have an in
depth understanding of the operation in
order to ensure its continued survival.

Over the past three decades, Best
Eastern has expanded from having
one outlet to now having six outlets
throughout the country. This is indeed
a remarkable achievement considering
the size of the market, the change in
customer’s lifestyles and the fact that
this is an industry which has been
crippled by technological devices.

Today at Best Eastern, you will find
a particularly impressive children’s
section, this is because the owners

- Inspire Magazine

believe in the importance of reading
and literacy to young children. To
support this, the bookstore regularly
organises activities such as colouring
competitions and spelling bees in the
shopping malls to encourage children
to read.
To outsiders, Best Eastern may just be
a bookstore. But to a Bruneian reader
who has grown up with Best Eastern,
the company has played a pivotal role in
positively influencing and improving the
reading culture of the society. We asked
Ange, what is the key to the company’s
success? She answered that their idea of
success would be creating the “perfect
scenario.”
What is the perfect scenario?
“This would be when our bookshops can
accommodate all of our readers’ book
requests, from any and every genre.”
This is why they started this book shop
30 years ago and it is still what keeps
them committed to this important
quest.

Photo by Riley Khoo
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I Predict the

BIG BUST will come by 2016

But for those who are PREPARED
The FUTURE is

VERY BRIGHT

ROBERT

DAY
1
O

THE RIGHT

ATTITUDES
FOR ACHIEVING
SUCCESS AT WORK

I remember a few years ago, when I was delivering a talk to a room packed
with CEOs from different countries in Asia, I posed a simple but powerful
question: What kind of work attitudes would you like your staff to have? Their
responses to this question can be grouped into five categories which I believe
are the main attitudes needed to achieve success in the workplace.

By Dr Victor S.L. Tan
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“It Is Possible”
Attitude

In the midst of facing a great challenge,
when many may become negative, it
is always very encouraging to hear
an employee say that it is possible to
solve the problem. Such people believe
that anything is possible if one has the
right mindset, the will and persistence
to pursue the goal until it is achieved.
This kind of employee believes in
the philosophy of “whatever the
mind can conceive and believe, it can
achieve”. They simply start by doing
what’s needed, then they do what’s
possible and next they attempt what
was thought impossible. With their
effort, perseverance and grit, they
soon overcome the odds –stretching
themselves from impossible to “I m
possible.”

2

USE

Dr victor tan

“I am Responsible”
Attitude

Many employees are trapped by
circumstances, excuses and blame. They
become victims due to their attitude of
not taking responsibility. However, the
moment one takes full responsibility for
an outcome, one escapes the clutches of
being a victim. As the saying goes, “life
is 10% what happens to you and 90%
how you respond to what happens”.
When an employee accepts personal
responsibility for his circumstances, he
increases the power to change them and takes a step closer to becoming a
winner.

3

“Taking Initiative”
Attitude

There is one thing that most leaders
value highly about their subordinates
– that is, that they do the right thing
at the right time without being told.
There are many employees who are
too dependent on instructions to do
things. Worse than this, some need to
be monitored and pressured into doing
things. CEOs need employees who
are independent in their thinking and
who take the initiative to do things and
create productive change. Employees
should heed President Barack Obama’s
words,“Change will not come if we
wait for some other person or some
other time. We are the ones we’ve been
waiting for. We are the change that we
seek”.

4

“Do Whatever
It Takes”
Attitude

One CEO confided in me that he gets
very upset each time a staff member
tells him that he will try his best to
get something done. He pointed out
that “trying” to do something comes
across as lacking in self-belief and
commitment. He said that when he
selects a leader to do something of
significance, he does not want that
person to try to do it - he wants him/
her to do whatever it takes to achieve
success. That’s the kind of passion and
determination he wants his top leaders
to have at work. An employee who
will do whatever it takes to succeed is
certainly a rare breed in organisations,
and will be greatly sought after.

“The SolutionDriven”
Attitude

The truth is, in the workplace and
marketplace, all of us are paid to solve
problems. Bosses are always on the
lookout for employees who possess the
right attitude towards a problem. Good
employees diagnose the problem,
ascertain the root causes and seek
possible solutions. They then weigh the
pros and cons and select a practical and
cost effective solution and implement
it. The solution-driven employee is one
who has the courage and perseverance
to continue to seek solutions to
complex or challenging problems.
In essence work attitudes arise from
the thinking, beliefs and feelings of
the employees about various aspects
of work and the workplace. According
to a Gallup study, negativity in the
workplace costs the U.S. economy
between $250 billion to $300 billion
a year. The best education, skills and
talent cannot substitute for a good
work attitude. It is time leaders in
organisations spent time to mould the
work attitude of their staff to improve
their organisation’s performance.
“Attitude,” said Winston Churchill, “is a
little thing that makes a big difference.”
Companies can make a big difference
in their performance if they start
inculcating the above five most desired
attitudes in their employees.

Dr Victor SL Tan is the CEO of
KL Strategic Change Consulting
Group. He undertakes change
management consulting and
training. He is also the author of
10 management books. Find
out more at www.klscc.com.
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FEATURE THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM | GLOBAL SHAPERS

WHO ARE THE

GLOBAL SHAPERS ?
Recently 452 brilliant young people from 452 cities

and aimed to ensure the success and sustainability of each

representing 169 countries gathered “quietly” in Geneva. Our

Hub and the community on a whole; it included a wide range

purpose? Getting to know each other so we can positively

of plenary sessions, workshops, leadership and teambuilding

change the world together. An ambitious goal backed by the

activities as well as other interactive engagements. Participants

relentless energy and unwavering hope in possibilities that

also took part in an array of activities designed to make a

essentially sums up the term ‘youth’. Today’s youth are the best

positive impact on the host city. We asked ourselves over and

equipped to change the world and no one believes this more

over and over and over, ‘what is Shaping?’ There are many

than we do.

answers, but I think a good summary would be collectively

The Annual Curators meeting is an amazing space to be

Coca Cola, The Abraaj Group and Reliance are the major

in, every Global Shaper should aspire to attend. Very few

corporate backers of the community, highlighting their

organisations can claim to convene this many nationalities in

commitment to youth and the future of our world. The Curators

a single room. Very few people in the world will ever have

meeting has a simple conclusion, youth are demanding a

the experience of connecting with so many cultures from

seat at the table and are well positioned to add positively to

around the globe in their lifetime. This makes the remarkable

what the next fifty years should look-like for humanity. We

experience somewhat difficult to describe. What is it like to

will make our voices heard through our businesses and social

connect with global “strangers” over five short days and walk

initiatives. We are an action oriented set, burning with energy

away feeling like family? Vulnerability builds bonds and one

to be a part of the decision making process. I am proud to be

of the first questions we were prompted to ask each other was

a part of this community and thankful for the opportunities
and connections it has delivered so far.

and positively influencing the development of our world.
So who were these 452 people? I’ll spare listing them all,
collectively we are called the Global Shapers, which sounds

Shapers are self selected and self organised which says a lot for

like a group of superheroes and I promise you some are. An

an organisation such as The World Economic Forum, with a

initiative backed by the World Economic Forum, the Global

brand held so tightly over the past four decades. Why did the

Shapers Community is a network of hubs developed and led

organisation responsible for the super exclusive Davos event

by young people, primarily between the ages of 20 and 30

decide there was a need to give youth a seat at the table in such

who are exceptional in their potential, their achievements and

a dramatic fashion and why are they so open to allowing this

their drive to make a difference in their communities. The

group to leverage their brand? If you ask Professor Schwab,

452 individuals are called curators each charged with leading

he will tell you it was unavoidable, how can you ignore the

their hub’s service to their communities. It always feels a bit

largest demographic on the planet? Over 50 percent of the

out of place to speak about myself in this capacity, but I can

world’s population is under the age of 27. Yet they are severely

attest to the amazing talent and accomplishments of the other

under represented in global affairs. If you allow that to sink in,

451 individuals that were in this space, dubbed the ‘Annual

you will see how critically unbalanced our decision-making

Curators Meeting’.

processes are. As my colleague Bradley Morris, representing
British Columbia put it “As innovators, digital natives and

What is it like to build a community that is non-political,

those most impacted by today’s policy decisions, they deserve

self-selected and self-organised around issues facing the

a seat at the table. The Global Shapers embody the ‘community

globe? Apparently it’s an ongoing social experiment and no

of the future’, bringing together young people in a diverse,

one knows what it will look like in five years. As youth we

decentralised, and digitally hyper-connected way.” The

enjoy the uncertainty and see extraordinary value in being

Forum’s decision was a responsible one and totally in line with

apart of building something. The community was formed

its influential position, the world needed an intervention and

as a direct response to the 2010 uprisings in the Middle

there are not many organisations better positioned to elevate

East, which revealed pressing matters, which needed to be

this call to action to better engage and empower youth.

addressed. Youth were disgruntled by their unrealised voice
on issues shaping their future and youth have the ability to

The Forum has faced some push back in their decision to let

band together to force meaningful change. The conclusion

50 young people per year access the Davos community with

-- we are deserving of a seat at the table, to be a part of the

compliments, but they have faced this challenge head on with

decisions that affect our lives. With youth unemployment at

the understanding that this is a necessary step in fulfilling

an unprecedented high coupled with a number of key social

their commitment to ‘improve the state of the world.’ What

issues including education, energy and sustainability the

greater platform could you use to alert the world as to the

Shaper Community remains extremely relevant. Youth are not

importance of a more inclusive society than to lend access to

satisfied with the world the current generation has created and

and a voice at an event, which possibly has more impact on

want to be involved in the change.

global policy and economic development than any other? This
is a bold statement by the organisation to let the governing
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The program at the Forum’s headquarters in Geneva, focused

class of the world know that young people have something to

on the vision, values and culture of the Shapers community

say and gasp, it’s valuable.
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what do you fear? The trust factor of the community is beyond

A big thank you goes to the Geneva Hub for organising the

compare, as many of us can confirm we opened up like never

media team for the event, covering the stories of outstanding

before and walked away with life long friends. I remember

individuals and extending the life memories of the event

numerous sleepless nights with great company, which led into

beyond the days we spent together.

early morning sessions with new friends. The camaraderie
spread through the space, an observer could sit back and

And last but not least, a big shout to my tribe! I could not have

watch friendships being made.

asked to be grouped with a more amazing set -- Zakia, Arthur,
Tom, Abdullah, Anya, Jackson, Edoardo, BIG UP!

Shapers are doing incredible things, highlighted by
presentations made during the semi-finals of the Coca Cola
Grant competition. One of the most touching, was presented
by the Kathmandu Hub and aims to assist with the earthquake

This article first appeared in the Huffington Post on 3rd
September 2015, reproduced with permission of the
author.

relief efforts in Nepal, reconstructing a community health
post which was reduced to one room from 15 but continues to
operate to help those in need. Other impressive projects were
presented by hubs from Brazil, Colombia, India, Palestine, the
Philippines, Portugal, Switzerland and Uruguay.

Kirk-Anthony Hamilton is an entrepreneur
from Kingston, Jamaica. He is currently
working on sustainable models for tourism
and development that prioritise the economic

I was fortunate to present the Kingston Hub’s Speak Up
Jamaica project, a platform designed to amplify the voice

security of local people and resources,
providing a lasting alternative to the exploitative,
unsustainable models often found in the

of youth in Jamaica on issues of national development and

Caribbean. He intends to fuse his creativity and

increase youth participation in the democratic process.

business acumen to produce lifestyle oriented

Another inspiring project was presented by Michael Waiyaki
Nganga from the Nairobi Hub, winners of the Abraaj Group’s
grant for Global Shapers. Note that the grant was designed
and funded by Abraaj’s employees to support Global Shapers,
an amazing testimony to the tremendous potential of this

carbon neutral communities funded in part by
local investors. He has created a platform called ‘The Destination Experience’,
which brings together local and international business leaders driving further
connectivity between the Caribbean and other markets. The Destination
Experience connects a community of decision makers and influencers with
a dynamic network of ideas, people and opportunities through a series of
social discovery experiences. The hospitality sector is a catalyst for his plans,

community validated by the people behind a very powerful

but Kirk-Anthony is working on ways for a multiplier effect to seep into other

private corporate leader. The Nairobi hub has initiated a

parts of the private sector. In May of 2015 Kirk-Anthony was selected as one

game-changing project granting renewable energy sources
to under served communities, the volunteer project honestly
sounds more like a well-backed start up and the impact they
are making is mighty impressive.

of 75 Emerging Global Entrepreneurs to be honored for their achievements
by President Obama at the White House. He is the Curator of the World
Economic Forum’s Global Shapers Kingston Hub, A Westerwelle Foundation
Alumni and A One Young World Ambassador.
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ANNUAL CURATORS MEETING in GENEVA

THE WORLD IS

FLAT
by Shaun Hoon

A

s the founding curator of Global Shapers in
Bandar Seri Begawan, I was invited to attend the
Annual Curators Meeting in Geneva in August.

Global Shapers is an initiative by the World Economic
Forum to empower the brightest and most promising young
leaders in their respective cities to make a difference in their
communities. Each year, it brings together the leaders from
each hub for a meeting in Switzerland to share best practices
and to discuss agendas.
Before going to the event, part of me thought that as a
representative from one of the tiniest countries in the world,
I would not be good enough to contribute effectively to a
meeting which included 450 of the brightest young leaders
from all over the world.
When I arrived there, I found myself feeling less
intimidated by the scale of the event as I quickly warmed up
to my surroundings. This was due to the superb organising
committee who came up with a wide variety of programs
aimed at breaking the ice between participants. Despite my
preconceived notions, the majority of the people who I met
were not much different from anyone else, in the way they
dressed, interacted and behaved.
What was interesting was that I noticed even the candidates
from USA shared some of the same challenges, doubts
and vulnerabilities in forming a new Global Shaper hub
for the first time as a Curator. On the other hand, the
candidates from China had just as much conviction about
environmental and social issues as anyone else in the
room. The smartest people I met were not from the most
developed countries, in fact, two of the most outstanding
people were from Mongolia and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
respectively. I was also blown away by the very artistic and
creative ideas that were voiced by a confident woman from
Francis Town, Botswana.
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year ago in a protest to regain freedom). I can go on and on
about the experiences I had and the people I met, but here
are my observations:
It is indeed true that regardless of our race, culture or
religion, we have more in common with each other, than we
have differences.
Secondly, the world has never been more flat than it is today.
The intellectual gap between the most developed country
and the least has never been closer. Why? We have the same
access to Google, we watch the same Ted Talks and share the
same viral videos on YouTube.
On my 13-hour flight back home, I looked through some
of the profiles of the friends who I’d met on TopLink (an
app built for the event program). I realised that most of the

Team Valentina
Front Row: Laurence Bakayoko, Erik Sojo, Reem Jabak, Rolly Seth, Hao Yang.
Back Row: Olivier Manirankunda, Marshall Pollard, Oleksandr Elkin and Shaun Hoon.

In the five days that I spent connecting with various people
from around the world, I learnt a lot not just from people
who were smarter than me; but from people with different
expertise, strengths and values. For example, I learned the
value of thinking big while sitting on a bus next to a 27 year
old from Ireland who had started a movement to acquire a
bank building and to change the way people look at banking
– he’d created a bank where hustlers, builders and creative
deposit ideas lend talents and invest connections (www.
thebankofinvention.com).
I learned about the value of integrity from a Ghanaian
journalist who spoke passionately about not compromising
our standards regarding certain “grey” areas which many
people just ignore. I learned not to take our peaceful country
for granted when one morning, a teammate walked into
our group clearly distraught –sharing with us that a family
member had just been murdered by the military dictator in

people who I’d met have astounding backgrounds: some
started their own businesses from ground up; some hold
significant titles in the government sectors; some hold high
profile jobs for multinational companies; some are shaping
the community through their work in the education sector;
while others were founders of their own NGOs, so on and
so forth. I also realised that these seemingly extraordinary
people I read about just a moment ago were just ordinary
people like the smart friends I have back in Brunei. The only
difference between them and those that I have in Brunei is
that they mainly come from bigger countries, with bigger
populations and have more exposure.
However, what separates the Global Shapers from everyone
else is that they have a very different belief system. They
don’t just think about changing the world; as we speak, they
are all around the world, rolling up their sleeves and making
the world a better place. The most important discovery
above all else is that, you and I too can shape the world the
way they do, if we share this same belief!

Burundi during the night. I was brought to tears by one of
the most moving speeches that I’ve ever heard, not one that
was delivered on the stage but from the floor, by this deeply
compassionate Indian delegate who pulled everyone together
through his gift exchange initiative.
Incidentally, two of the best buddies I met were from India.
They were two of the funniest, weirdest and most thoughtful
people (one of them actually quit using smart phones about a

Global Shapers Bandar Seri Begawan is now recruiting!
If you are between the ages of 20 and 29, have attained
outstanding achievements in your field, exhibit
exemplary leadership qualities and are community
minded, we invite you to apply by sending your CV to
Bandar-seri-begawan@globalshapers.org.
You can learn more about us at GlobalShapers.org.

Special Tribute to
* Marshal Pollard, Hao Yang, Lkhagva Erdene & Deus Valentine, Katlego Kolayane – Kesupile, Peter Edgar,
Gary Al-Smith, Olivier Manirankunda, Mark Stone, Sudarshan Chitale & Anand Chitravanshi and Reem Jabak.
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SHAPE CHINA | FORD SMART MOBILITY

changing the way the world

MOVES!
by Shaun Hoon

In the Shape China event organised by Global Shapers of Dalian
this September, young leaders from all over the world were grouped

This year alone at the CES, Ford

Inspire magazine had the pleasure

announced the Ford Smart Mobility

of meeting Erica Klampfl, the Future

plan

take

Mobility Manager of Ford after her

the company to the next level in

presentation to discuss Ford’s culture,

connectivity,

inspiration and the future.

to

use

innovation
mobility,

to

autonomous

vehicles, customer experience and big
data. It is expected to launch 25 global
mobility experiments this year to test

that Ford is set to rollout SYNC® 3

Asking the right question matters.
Ford is reviewing the idea of mobility
by asking important questions that
go beyond just getting from point
A to point B. What is the impetus
behind the Ford Smart Mobility
movement?

this year, its most advanced vehicle

At Ford, we don’t look at ourselves as

new ideas and to address growing or
increasing transportation challenges;
and will use the insights to shape Ford’s
future investments.
For the car enthusiasts, we also learned

together to engage in a conversation about the future of mobility.

connectivity system that’s faster, more

We were given the opportunity to glimpse into the future (no, there

intuitive and easier to use with enhanced

will be no flying cars) and to look at the various initiatives that Ford,
the event sponsor, is undertaking to forge a better future in mobility
for mankind. With 28 megacities of more than 10 million people
- a number which is expected to quadruple by 2030- improving
transportation is an important step in creating a sustainable system.
We posed the obvious question to Ford– what does the future of
mobility look like?

Edited excerpt below:

response to driver commands. SYNC® 3
more conversational speech recognition
technology,

smartphone-like

touch

screen and easy-to-read graphics will
help millions of drivers connect with
their lives and control their smartphone
while on the road.

just a product (automotive) company,
but we’re in a product and mobility
business. And that came from our CEO
Mark Fields who stated that “ultimately
– we want to change the way the world
moves just as our founder Henry Ford
did 111 years ago.”
This idea is also echoed by Bill Ford –
the Chairman of Ford and family owner
who constantly pushes us to think about
sustainability and the impact that our
products have on the environment.
This drives us towards producing a
more sustainable fleet of automobiles.
Bill Ford also pushes us to think about
mobility as a human right. His grand
father Henry Ford had the vision of
opening the highways to all mankind.
And that was really about opening up
mobility to the masses.

So, Ford has always been more than
just about the vehicle?
Yes, and that started way back in 1923!
And I think what my team is doing is
very similar in upholding the legacy,
but now the world has changed. Today,
we have connectivity and we have new
technology. What it means to have
mobility is no longer just about the car
and the ownership – it’s about providing
access to all people to enable them to
move from A to B.
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Your
company
has
engaged
commuters from all over the
world regarding the question of
mobility, in order to build a smarter
transportation system. What have
you found out?
It is such a big space. That is why we
recognise that we don’t have all the
answers and we need to form the right
partnerships and get the right insights.
And we need to hear from a different
generation as well. We are breaking
new ground as we speak with very
valuable insights. There are prototypes
and concepts for the future that we
are working on based on the feedback
received.

As an employee – how does it feel to
be a part of a company that has such
a forward thinking culture?
I go to work excited, primarily because
I know that each day I am going to be
engaging with partners and customers
to try and solve some of the world’s
biggest problems and to come up
with innovative solutions through our
products. Not only that, Ford has a

Photo courtesy of Ford Motors

Ford being a part of the mobility
Transformation Centre that runs
out of the University of Michiganwhich involves the government and
a consortium of companies who are
all engaged in imagining future cities.
What does the future of mobility
look like?

strong sense of family culture despite

If you asked me five years ago, would

having 189,000 employees and 65 plants

I have known that Uber was going to

worldwide, there is a strong sense of

be introduced (and change the way we

community within our company. Many

move), the answer is no. The future

of the people who work for Ford have

changes, things come in a way that we

worked there for a long tenant of more

never would have imagined.

than 10 or 20 years. The company is also
extremely community minded. All our

To comment on what the future would

employees are given two days a year off

look like is impossible. It would be

with paid leave in order for them to be

impossible to even tell what it would be

able to engage in a community project

like in five years’ time. Geographically –

of their choice. We also have a whole

each city is different. The future in Africa

department that looks into the human

in five years would be very different

rights issues from making sure that our

from the future in London in five years.

suppliers are quality suppliers to the
way we conduct our business with our
employees and stakeholders.

In the presentation you gave various
examples of smart vehicles that
would communicate with buildings
in the future. You also mentioned

What kind of cars can we anticipate
from Ford in the future?
We are now testing fully autonomous
vehicles which will be ready in five
years. Whether or not it will hit the
road fully depends on governments and
environmental conditions.
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CHRISTINE KUO

Photo courtesy of Christine Kuo

Get more than just news with
The Brunei Times.
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A second

An account of Christine Kuo’s near death
experience on the race track in Ju Hai, China.
By Shaun Hoon

T

owards the end of the celebrity racecar rehearsal
which took place in Ju Hai, China, this July Christine
Kuo lost control of her vehicle. Her car flipped three

times sideways and toppled upside down before it came to

Christine Kuo

Artist, TVB Hong Kong & Miss Chinese International 2009

a standstill. Within minutes, Christine was surrounded by
the crew and rescue team and was rushed to the hospital by
ambulance. When the sight of her broken vehicle towed pass
us, it literally sent shivers up our spines. People went from
being on an adrenaline high to dreadful silence.
Later on we heard the good news, Christine had escaped
seemingly unharmed. During the briefing the following day,
the organising committee explained that Christine was very
fortunate not to have lost her arms because of the way she
hung on to the top panel when the vehicle toppled.
After being released from the hospital, many were shocked
and surprised when Christine appeared the following day
at the VIP deck. When I conveyed my regards, she politely
thanked me and apologised for have caused any unnecessary
worries (she didn’t even know me!). Later when we met again

For example, when I told her that she should have stayed at

during a break, I took the opportunity to ask Christine about

home to rest, she responded that she wanted to be there to

her experience, in particular, what it was like to be given a

show her support and to demonstrate her sportsmanship.

second chance to live.

Even though she was not racing, she wanted to be at the
rehearsal until the very end (Yes, it was only a rehearsal).

Christine didn’t give me a direct answer; I didn’t think she
had fully grappled the scale of the miracle that had happened.

I asked Christine if she would ever drive again after this

It probably had not sunk in yet.

episode. Her answer not only surprised me, it inspired me.
Despite her fear, she told me that she was looking forward to

However, she did tell me that she was thankful to be alive. She

returning to the racetrack again soon. No doubt this incident

further explained that she hadn’t fathomed the seriousness

had shaken her, but in her own words, she wanted to “stand

of the accident until she opened her eyes and saw everyone

up again on the exact place where she’d fallen”.

rushing to her rescue. Looking back, she was more relieved
that she had not caused any harm to other drivers during the

As alluring as Christine was as a celebrity, I was not really that

accident, than about escaping this possible tragedy. While

starstruck when I first met her. But after this short exchange,

it was a short exchange, this conversation has left a lasting

Christine’s courage, attitude and her positive outlook on life

impression on me for so many reasons.

made a lasting impression on me – she won herself a loyal
fan in me.
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OSAKA
>>> Jason Lim

Excelling in a sales career requires a different kind of personality. You either have it or you don’t. As Sales
Manager of the 5-star Hilton Hotel in Osaka, Japan for the past eight years, Bruneian born Jason Lim has
faced and conquered many challenges in this fast-paced, ever changing industry. How does he do it? Find
out more from this interview.
How did you end up in Japan?
I got a three year scholarship to study in
Japan from the Japanese government in
April 2003 and I’ve been here ever since.

What can you tell us about Osaka?
Osaka is in some ways similar to Brunei
but slower than Tokyo; it is compact
and relaxing. Most importantly, there
are lots of kind and friendly people here.

04:30
04:30
04:30

What are you doing now in Osaka?

friend and three part time jobs. One of

at. You may have heard stories that

these jobs was working at a restaurant

the Japanese work like they know rule

and that’s where I met my boss. He was

books character by character; they are

having dinner with his family at the

hard to bend, etc. I cannot say that this

restaurant, we spoke, and after just one

is not true as I’ve done my time, but

interview I got the job. I’ve been with

what I can say is that Japanese people

the Hilton for almost eight years.

are one of the best people to work for
and with. They are diligent and straight

What do you enjoy most about your
job?

forward, and I learned that you have to

Where should I start? There are just

What is your advice to local
Bruneians wanting to achieve
extraordinary careers?

so many great parts but for a start, I
can eat Japanese Teppanyaki every day

I am a Sales Manager for International

and eat at fine dining restaurants in the

Sales at Hilton Osaka. I am the only

hotel every night (but that wouldn’t

other non-Japanese in the Sales office

be too healthy). The truth is, the most

besides my director. My other full time

positive aspect of this job is that I get

job is looking after my two girls, 5 and 3

to meet a lot of people from so many

on weekends (smile).

countries, with different cultures and

How did you get this position at the
hotel?

thoughts. And for me, it’s especially fun
when I meet Bruneians staying at my
hotel because I know that we will be
connected somehow in Brunei and we’ll

After my three year scholarship, I had

degree so I decided to put myself
through university in Japan with some
help from my family, my Japanese

I think a lot of Bruneians want to
explore what’s outside of Brunei. I
would recommend that you talk with
someone who is already involved in the
career that you’re considering. Get their
advice; see if their situation matches
yours; and figure out if you can see
yourself doing that job. Sometimes I
think, it might be easier to move back

have a good laugh about it.

to Brunei than to live in Osaka - but

What have you learnt from the
Japanese work ethic?

here is incomparable to anywhere I’ve

the choice of going back to Brunei but
I really wanted to get my university

learn the culture to work with them.

on the other hand, the experience I get
ever been.

The Japanese work ethic is something
that many people will be very surprised
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JOHN LEE

It’s been seven years and that’s exactly

How important is the ability to learn

Unlike

what he’s doing, he’s transferring his

from other industries?

millionaires

knowledge. Now 34, John is an author,
a sought after public speaker and the
founder of a technology fund called
Social Property which aims at being the
biggest property platform in the world,
connecting 10 million users and helping
them to find the properties they want all
over the planet. Already, he has shared the
stage three times with Richard Branson
giving talks around the globe.
We had the pleasure of spending 45
minutes with John after one of his talks in
Kuala Lumpur. Below is an edited excerpt
from our conversation:

You can’t just learn from your own
industry. I used to work as an animator
for Harry Potter and this is what I learnt.
The lamp of the first Pixar movie was the
first breakthrough. They didn’t just study
a lamp. They studied life. They studied
character. What is it that makes people
laugh, that makes them cry? When you’re
watching a Pixar movie, it’s very moving.
What you don’t realise is that they are just
pixels. They don’t exist. It’s fake. And yet,
somehow, when you watch the movie it
draws you in.
That’s because the people who work
on these movies understand human

What is your morning ritual?

MOVING FROM SUCCESS TO

SIGNIFICANCE
Meet John Lee author, public speaker and the
founder of a technology fund called Social Property.
At 27 years old John Lee made his first million from buying and selling properties.
That very same year he was almost killed by his own fortune– while driving his
Lamborghini, he was involved in a freak accident. According to him, that year was
the turning point in his life. Not because he made his first million, but because he
was given a second chance to live.
John realised that in an instant he could have lost everything and if that had happened
he would’ve considered himself to have been a failure because he would have left the
world without leaving some kind of legacy behind. In his very own words, John
said “There are 8-9 billion people on the planet. When we leave the planet, we want
to be remembered for something. I think failure in life is to die and to not have
transferred your knowledge to another person”. He added, back then, “What made
me really happy was material stuff… cars, big house, money…Now that I have all of
that, I care about making a difference, about leaving a legacy. Everyday I ask myself,
how can I make a positive impact in other people’s lives so that they can also live a
better life? That is my mission.”
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psychology, human emotions and human
interactions. When you’re talking about

I think having a good morning ritual is

taking things outside of your industry, as

very important. I always need to have

an animator, for example, I would study

a workout in the morning. Simple run,

actors; I would study the statue of David,

something to get my sweat going. I believe

I would go to Italy and I would look at all

that if you put good stuff in your mind,

the museum and look at form. I would go

it will manifest itself during the course of

to the natural history museum and look at

the day.

dinosaurs, weight, and skeletal structure.
I would talk to doctors and study muscle

by Shaun Hoon
I also practice gratitude. I try to wake up

formation. And when you apply all

every day and find things to be grateful

this information and put it together, it

for and this helps to set a positive tone

becomes magic!

for the day ahead. If nothing else, I always
remind myself to be grateful for the ability

And the same goes for business. You will

to breathe and to walk. I incorporate five

not achieve any breakthrough if you are

minutes of meditation in my morning

too focused on your own industry. Real

ritual. As well as this, I try to make my

disruption often comes from outside. I

mornings as productive as possible. I

learned from Randy Zuckerberg (Mark

usually wake up early and make sure I do

Zuckerberg’s sister) that the biggest hotel

10 things before 10am. I don’t believe you

company in the world, doesn’t have any

need a lot of sleep. Most of the billionaires

hotel (Airbnb); the biggest taxi firm in

I know and study, sleep an average of 6.5

the world, doesn’t own any taxis (Uber),

hours. I’m passionate – when I wake up, I

the biggest content company in the world,

just want to get things done!

doesn’t produce any content (Facebook).
As such, we are in the process of building

The principles that you teach in your

the biggest buying and selling property

property seminars seem very universal,

platform in the world (Social Property)

you seem to be drawing best practices

without owning any property - by

from a number of different situations.

connecting sellers from around the world

While these are applicable to the

to 10 million buyers.

property business, the principles are
also relevant to other industries as well.

many

“self-made”
who’ve

young

come

from

privileged family backgrounds and
have an elite education, you had neither.
What were some of the sacrifices you
had to make in order to get to this level?
When I was younger, everyone used to
call me boring John. I remember when
my friends went out to a party or karaoke,
I would be the one to stay behind. You
see, when you are on an entrepreneurial
journey,

many

people

may

not

understand your daily challenges. I even
had to end my relationship with my
girlfriend because she doubted all of my
endeavours and had negative thoughts
about everything that I was setting out
to do. Now I see my friends 10 years on
and they are still doing the same thing,
nothing has changed, it’s almost like
going back in time.
From a very young age, I knew what I
wanted because I saw my parents slaving
away in front of a hot wok. I had to be
taken care of by other people. I didn’t get
to see my parents until I was 11 years old.
I told myself I didn’t want my children to
have the same childhood experience as
me.
Did the training in the kitchen help
shape who you are?
I used to work three jobs. During the day,
I’d work in a call centre; in the evening
I would work in my mum’s Chinese
takeaway; and on the weekends I would
work 9 to 5 in a shoe store. I knew what it
meant to do hard work. I saw my parents
work so hard and I thought there had to
be a smarter, quicker way of doing things.
And I realised it’s not about just working
hard, it’s also about working smart. They
used to do everything themselves. I asked
the question, why do everything yourself
if you could get others to do the work for
you? Then you could spend your time
doing the most important things. In my
culture we have such a strong work ethic,
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in wanting to do everything ourselves -

something different in me that they could

Two of the people I admire the most

this is our biggest strength and also our

not necessarily put their finger on. They

are Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg,

biggest weakness.

would say that he does not look the part,

although I have not met either of them.

but there is fire in his belly…. I remember

The successful people that I’ve met are not

Being so young, how did you get people

walking into a room when people doubted

in it for the money alone. Money is not

to trust you with their million dollar

me because of the way I looked and my

important to them, it is always a means

properties?

age. I was able to convince them with

to an end. But they work for a purpose to

my depth of knowledge, conviction and

leave a lasting legacy. Steve Jobs called this

preparation. During that meeting I made

making a dent in the universe. We have to

half a million pounds for my tech fund.

do things we want to be remembered for.

And you don’t see too many people like

What I also see common among them

that.

is that they are all passionate about

There are two things that I learned from
a young age. One is how you look, two
is how you present yourself. Everyone
you meet you have to add as much value
as possible and then they will start to
trust you. And it is your duty to do that
as well! It is not what you look like, it is

Most people die at 25 and get buried at 65.

how you come across. That’s why I spend

It’s not their fault because they were not

a lot of time studying prime ministers,

educated the right way.

presidents, leaders, politicians because I
want to learn the art of public speaking.

You were not educated the right way

Because the biggest skill you have in your

either.

life is the way you present yourself. It’s
how people perceive you that matters. I
have spent years trying to refine my craft
of communication.
I also think that the passion that I’ve
always shown has helped me. People saw
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But I found the way. It’s all about the
standards that you set for yourself.
You have met a lot of very successful
people. What do they have in common
with each other and who do you admire
the most?

what they do. For instance, when Steve
Jobs was dying, he was working on his
deathbed on the iPhone 4s. When he
wrote his autobiography – he asked
the writer to give the first two unedited
versions of the book to his children. He
wanted his children to understand why
he didn’t spend any time with them. He
was too busy trying to change the world.
And I think he has…

FEATURE

Hanafi hamdan

spread your wings

and FLY
A Success Story of an Alumini from
IBTE MTSSR

Muhammad Hanafi bin Hamdan is having the time of his
life right now. At the age of 26, he has been to almost every

Photo courtesy of Hanafi Hamdan

country in the world, except for the USA. He is currently
only one of six Bruneians who are serving Emirates as
members of their airline crew. Not only has his job taken
him to many exotic places, but while travelling he has also
had the opportunity to meet with some of the world’s most
famous celebrities, including Pele and Christiano Ronaldo
during the World Cup season in 2014. He recalled that on
one memorable trip he had the pleasure of serving YB Pehin
Yasmin, Brunei’s Minister of Energy. When he introduced
himself as a Bruneian, the Minister was both surprised
and proud to meet a fellow Bruneian serving him on the
international platform. “That was definitely a highlight for
me!” said Hanafi.
If you had asked Hanafi six years ago if he could imagine
himself doing what he does today, he would probably have
said, no. In 2010, Hanafi enrolled into Institute of Brunei
Technical Education, Maktab Teknik Sultan Saiful Rijal
Campus (IBTE MTSSR) to do the course on Travel and
Tourism. Back then, all Hanafi had in mind was that the
tourism industry was one that he could one day contribute
to and in doing so also help the country. “The country needs
to develop its tourism market and it needs more people in
the tourism sector,” this is what he remembers thinking.
Friends and family thought he was crazy because they
did not think there was a future in tourism in such a tiny
country. But Hanafi had other ideas. He was able to convince
his family that by studying tourism, not only would he have
the opportunity to work in Brunei, but the world’s tourism
industry would also be open to him.
With a certificate in Tourism and Traveling from IBTE
MTSSR, Hanafi had no problem getting a job with Royal
Brunei after graduating. He was a member of the ground
staff who worked at the check-in counter for six months
before applying for a job with Emirates. He explained that
the tourism course at IBTE MTSSR helped him gain practical
knowledge about customer service, marketing, and Brunei’s
culture as well as how to deal with people internationally.
One of the most unforgettable lessons he learnt at IBTE

MTSSR was the good old Bruneian value of treating everyone
as family. This lesson has served him well because on a daily
basis, Hanafi needs to collaborate with many airline crews
that he has never met before and it has taught him how to
quickly establish a good rapport with anyone he meets; and
also how to create an amicable team environment. Hanafi
takes his job very seriously. He often consciously reminds
himself that he is an ambassador representing Brunei on the
international stage. The impression that the customers and
other colleagues have of him will directly affect the way they
view his beloved country.
Throughout the two years spent with Emirates, Hanafi has
developed and experienced a great deal. He has been exposed
to people from every walk of life. He has stayed in many
different hotels and has served on some of the most luxurious
aircrafts in the world (according to Hanafi, the A380 doubledecker first class is even equipped with a shower and a spa).
And he even once had to help a passenger who was also a
nurse, who ’d lost consciousness during a trip from Dubai to
Brisbane.
And the lessons that he’s learnt from all of these various
experiences have been priceless. Hanafi has learnt how to deal
with people from multicultural backgrounds; to appreciate
other people’s strengths and to respect their differences; to
work as part of a team, but most of all, he has learnt how to
practice customer service from the heart. All these lessons,
Hanafi said, “will not go to waste”, because one day, he is
going to bring back his knowledge and insights and share
them with his fellow Bruneians.”
Hanafi plans to return one day to serve the country’s tourism
industry. Who knows, he may return to help raise the
standard of service on the national airline or he may help in
other ways to promote Brunei to the rest of the world. But
for now, Hanafi is serving as a beacon of inspiration to all
Bruneians who have a dream and determination – proving
that you can spread your wings and fly beyond your wildest
imagination.
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ART & CREATIVITY

Learning to live

without fear
By Huifong Ng

“This is even harder than saying yes I
do.” I tell my friends over coffee. The girls
break into giggles and ask why that is so.
“Because, if things don’t work out this
time, I have nothing to fall back on,” I reply
matter-of-factly.
1st October 2015, my move to Singapore
in search of a wider choice of artistic
opportunities, will begin. If we could put a
price tag on Creativity, what would its value
be? Some say that creativity is priceless.
Some argue that it is worthless. The answer
seems unimportant to some but when you
carry a suitcase with the intention of living
away from home in the name of Creativity,
you want to know the answer.
Being an artist seems like an extraordinary
career to many. Initially people are amazed
by where artists get their inspiration from,
but then the interest wanes when it comes
to pursuing this as a serious career. How
can an artist survive solely on the sale of
his or her works? This is when reality seeps
in, turning the artistic career into one that is
rarely embarked on. Hence, while everyone
loves to make art, few venture into it as a
full-time profession.
However, as uncommon as being an artist
seems, every profession is extraordinary.

The rule lies in not seeking the
extraordinary career but in making one’s
career extraordinary. Every career has its
challenges. It depends on one’s mindset
in pushing optimism to a higher level,
prompting self-confidence and trusting
oneself in optimal delivery.
As a classical portrait painter, I have been
refused many times by media and galleries
because they prefer to feature abstract
painters and showcase their paintings.
This is because there is a bigger market
for abstract work. There are many times
we cannot challenge the truth that our
works are appreciated by a smaller group
of people. Have you ever experienced this?
Not wanting to change my direction, I
changed my mindset. When a trade is
less appreciated by the general public, it
actually becomes a niche because it caters
to an audience who is congenial to this
style.
In my constant search for opportunities,
I’ve learnt to never lose my genuine self
and honest style but to enhance it with
each learning experience. I continue to
experiment – to use this as a stepping
stone to better understand and improve
my style and techniques. Inspiration can
also be drawn from the lives of prominent
artists, both past and present – that shows
that behind their success lie stories of
rejection and failure. However, those same
stories show how acceptance and success
triumphed in the end.

My New Winter Cloak by Huifong Ng.

Photos courtesy of Huifong Ng
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circumstances Mary continued to pursue
her academic studies by herself. She also
travelled to Paris and spent many hours
tirelessly painting copies of masterpieces
in the Louvre as a way to improve her skills.
After some years, Mary’s hard work paid
off as she became an established artist.
However, her yearning to learn art led her
to continue studying and painting across
Europe. She also actively encouraged
young American artists by sponsoring them
and using her successful artist’s status to
connect wealthy art collectors with works
of these new artists.
When I first laid my eyes on Mary’s paintings
of children and women – I was immediately
captivated. I became even more inspired
after learning about her story.
No successful journey ever comes easy.
As I stare into my cup of coffee, I ponder
what the ingredients are to an extraordinary
career. Being in love with your work, the
determination to work hard, the relentless
pursuit of knowledge, courage to push
across limits … My deep thoughts are
suddenly interrupted by my girlfriends’
giggles. Oh yes! Don’t forget to add a dash
of fun too!

Huifong is an author, painter
and a poet. Her book “A Cup of
Simplicity - mixes poetry with her
art to depict the art and pleasure
of simple living.

Sarah in Green Bonnet by Mary Cassatt

Mary Cassatt (1844–1926), an American
painter during the peak of Impressionism,
was one such person who I greatly admire.
Mary did not start off smoothly in the
world of painting because of the strong
objections from her wealthy family. She was
not well-accepted into the less privileged
society either because most male painters
those days regarded females in the trade
as unwelcoming and perhaps, even
threatening. In spite of these challenging

She is an intuitive painter whose
works are sometimes painted
without a model, a reference
or a photo. Beyond Brunei, Hui
Fong’s work has been exhibited
in Italy and Singapore. She is
also the recipient of the Premio
Speciale award from Biennale of
Art, Umbria.
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HEALTH AND FITNESS

PREVENTING DIABETES
with fitness zone

Every year World Diabetes Day is celebrated globally on November 14th to continue
spreading the message about diabetes and raising awareness for the condition.

THE FACTS SPEAK FOR
THEMSELVES

PREVENTION STARTS
FROM TODAY

Close to one-fifth of all adults
with diabetes in the world live in
the South-East Asia Region

At present, type 1 diabetes cannot be
prevented. The environmental triggers
that are thought to generate the process
that results in the destruction of the
body’s insulin-producing cells are still
under investigation. However, Diabetes
prevention studies have shown that
changes in lifestyle, including increased
physical
activity,
better
nutrition
and body weight management, can
substantially decrease the risk of type 2
diabetes.

Current estimates indicate that 71.4
million people have diabetes (2011) and
that the number of people with diabetes
in the region will increase to 120.9 million
by 2030. This region has one of the
highest estimates of prevalence of type
1 diabetes in children and the second
highest number of deaths attributable to
diabetes. More than half (55%) of these
deaths occur in people under the age of
60 and almost a third (27%) under the
age of 50.

Type two diabetes has become
increasingly common among
Asian populations and in young
adults and adolescents
Many people still think that this disease
only affects old people or big people
– the truth is, diabetes does not
discriminate against age or weight – you
never know if you are susceptible to it.
But evidence shows that risk factors for
type 2 diabetes include being overweight
or obesity, excess weight around the
waist, unhealthy diet, lack of physical
activity, smoking, genetic disposition,
and family history. Remember, you can
develop type 2 diabetes even if you are
not overweight.

Once you develop diabetes, it is
almost never reversible
Meaning you will have it for the rest of
your life – but you can make healthy
choices to prevent complications such
as heart disease, eye problems, foot
problems, nerve damage, infections and
kidney damage.

30 minutes of exercise per day
can reduce your risk of developing
diabetes by 40%
Obesity, particularly abdominal obesity,
is linked to the development of type 2
diabetes. Weight loss improves insulin
resistance and reduces hypertension.
Increased physical activity is important
in maintaining weight loss and is linked
to reduced blood pressure, reduced
resting heart rate, increased insulin
sensitivity, improved body composition
and psychological well-being.

A balanced and nutritious diet is
essential for health
A healthy diet reduces risk factors for
cardiovascular diseases. The theme of
World Diabetes Day, from 2014 to 2016
will be healthy living and diabetes. This
year focuses on starting each day right
by having a healthy breakfast. This
should help blood sugar levels from
getting too high and should keep you
full through the morning. Whilst cereal
and toast may be cheap, these options
typically raise blood sugar levels rapidly
and may leave you hungry again before
lunch. If you drink fruit juice for breakfast,
consider cutting the juice out or having a
smaller glass of it.

Quit Smoking
This is a well-known risk factor for many
chronic diseases, including diabetes and
its complications. As well as other harmful
effects, smoking increases abdominal fat
accumulation and insulin resistance. All
smokers should be encouraged to quit
smoking.

Improve your Sleeping patterns
Both short (less than 6 hours) and long
(more than 9 hours) sleep durations may be
associated with a higher risk of developing
type 2 diabetes. Sleep deprivation may impair
the balance of hormones regulating food
intake and energy balance. Make sure that
you get just the right amount of sleep, not too
much and not too little.

Fitness Zone encourages everyone to have
a passion for fitness, and to have fun while
getting fit. We combine affordability with
world-class standards, to huge success. And
to bring fitness closer to you!
Fitness Zone is also a member of IHRSA and
NAUTILUS ALLIANCE. So, wherever your
travels may take you, there is likely to be a
Health Club right around the corner that you
could have your daily dose for workout. It’s
never been so convenient to stay in shape!
By joining Fitness Zone today, you will
automatically become a reciprocal member to
over 3,000 clubs worldwide.
Visit us at http://www.fitnesszone.com.bn
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The World’s First
Organic Blue Shrimp

Proudly Cultured in Brunei

GOLDEN CORPORATION SDN BHD

(Cooperating with Semaun Marine Resources Sdn Bhd)

Lot 19 Spg 245, Kg Serambangun Industry Site,
Tutong TA2541, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: +673-4260080,4260079 | Fax: +673-4260068
Website: www.golden-corp.com

Lot 19 Spg 245, Kg Serambangun Industry Site, Tutong TA2541, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: +673-4260080,4260079 | Fax: +673-4260068 | Website: www.golden-corp.com

TW11/10340

TW11/10339

Kitson Migration Advisory (001916036-K)
Brunei Hotline: +673 818 7128
Website: www.kitson.com.my
Bandar Seri Begawan • Brisbane • Kuala Lumpur • Kota Kinabalu

Join the Movement

Change the World!
Positions Available:
1) Graphic Designer
(at least 1 years of experience in relevant field)

2) Business Development Manager
(background in Property and Marketing preferred)

Email your CV to
shaun@catalyst.com.bn

*Applicable for Brunei PR and citizens.
Only shortlisted candidate will be attended to.

